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Abstract
Thi s thesis examines the relative impo rtance of small-scale spatial and temporal variation
in dens ity of coastal populations of j uvenil e cod, Gadus mamua and how identification
of this variation may contribute to a better understanding of the early life history and
to the design of better sampling programs. Thi s thesis also con siders sampling variation
due to fishing equipment and species identification. Populations of marine fish exhibit
stro ng vari ation in yearc lass strength . Hence annual variation in density was expected to
exceed variation at monthly and hourly scales. Contrary to expectation, temporal
variatio n was highest at a monthly scale for two intensively sampled sites , and was
attributed to cod settling in coastal hab itats in pulses during May-June, August-
September, and after mid October. Settlem ent in May-June and after mid October was
due solely to G. momua . Settlement in August-September W3S by G. morhua and G.
ogac. a siblin g species that is presently difficult to identify at < SO mm. Larger cod G.
morhua (87- 135 mm) identified in titis study by electrophoresis and discriminant function
anal yses had larg er eyes and were not as deep and heavy-bod ied as G. ogac. Highest
spatial variatio n occurred at the scale of individual sites and was consistent with the
expectation that cod were selecting speci fic habitats . Cod density, however , varied
markedl y at the same sites from year to year, indicating factors other than jus t habitat
selection were detennining local density . Variation in density of juvenile cod decreased
with increasing size indicating older individuals were more evenly dispersed than younger
cod. Small-scale spatial and temporal changes in catch were independent of fishing
equipme nt. Density of juvenile cod was higher at night than during the day and higher
at 4-7 m than at greater depths. These observations establish that the coastal zone
represents the centre, and not the edge, of the distribution of age 0 cod during autumn.
Nursery areas in the early 1990s, a time of low stock biomass must be identified as the
coastal zone. not offshore .
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Chapter I Background and Approach
This thesis focuses on the early life history of the recently-settled juvenile stage of
Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) in coastal Newfoundland. It examines the importance of
small-scale variation in population density relative to larger-scale variation. The goals of
the thesis are: (i) to identify potentially important processes that contribute to variation
in population density of juvenile cod at three different spatial and temporal scales, (ii)
to better understand the biology of the early demersal stage. and (iii) to provide results
lead ing to better routine sampling ofj uvenile cod in coas tal habitats and hence contribute
to the manage ment of this species .
1.1 Importance of the ju venile stage in fisheries management
The study of variation in fish recruitment originated when Hjort (1914) hypothesised that
the level of recruitment was determined during the period between hatching and yolk-sac
absorption , a critical period when mortality is high and when larvae must make the
success ful transition to first feeding . This hypothesis continues to be the basis of research
even though it has yet to be shown that yearclass strength is regulated during a particular
or critical stage in the early life history of fish (May 1974, Hunter 1981, Saville and
Schnack 1981, Sissenwine 1984, Leggett and DeBlois 1994). Peterman et al . (1988)
suggested that research must be done on all life stages of the nonhern anchovy (Engra ulis
mordax), especiallyon indivi duals closer to age I, if vari ation in recruitment is to be
better understood. Similar conclusions were reached by Sinclair (1988) and de Lafontaine
(1992) for north-temperate fishes, and by Jones (1991) for tropical reef fishes.
Recent awareness of the importance of the juvenile stage stems in part from the
realization that most fishes spend only a tiny portion of their life (days to several weeks)
in the egg and larval stages. It is frequently forgotten that a substantial proportion of life
is spent in the post-larval j uvenile stage (several years; Sissenwine 1984, Rothschild
1986, Jones 1991) where cumulative mortality can represen t a significant proportion of
the total mortality encountered prior to recruitment. Sissenwine (1984) reasoned that
yearclass strength was detennined by theproduct of mortality M and thedurationof time
t over which mortality applies. The productof M· t for late larval stages andjuveniles
was either equal to or greater than that for eggs and early Iarva1 stages of haddock:
(Melanogromrnusaeglejinus) and herring (Clupeaharengus) (Sissenwine 1984). Mortali ty
during the juvenile stage wasconcluded to be a significant source of mortality duringthe
early life history of fishes and hence influence yearc lass strength (Sissenwine 1984, de
Lafontaine 1992).
The realization that periods of high mortality are not confined to the yolk-sac stage of
fishes and that biologically significant mortality can occur after settlement is further
evidence justifying the inclusion of the early demersal juvenile stage in management
decision s. Two important periods of high mortality for recently-settled juveniles are
settlementandoverwintering. Overwinteringmortality. especially duringthe firstwinter.
is a well documented source of mortality for freshwater fishes (Hunt 1969, Oliver and
Holeton 1979, Cunjale and Power 1987, Henderson et al. 1988, Post and Evans 1989,
Miranda and Hubbard 1994). Small juvenile fish entering their first winter have lower
energy stores and high metabolic rates thanlarge juveniles and hence likely experience
higher mortalityin winteror spring (Paloheimoand Dickie 1966). Juvenilesalso undergo
high mortality during settlement from pelagic to demersal habitats (Leis 1991). This is
best documented for tropical reef fishes where mortality due to predationjust after
settleme nt can exceed 10% per day (Doherty 199 1); consequently, many reef fishes settle
at night (Victor 1991). High predationduringsettlement can occur when little shelter is
available (Shulman 1985, Behrents 1987, Carr 1991 , Tupper and Boutilier 1995a) .
High mortality during yolk absorption, settlement, and overwinterning suggests that net
mortality throughout the earl y life of fishes may be a better indicator of the strength of
a cohort than mortality determined solely at the first-feeding stage . High annual variation
in recruitment (Anderson 1988, Leggett and DeBlois 1994) may there fore result from
several punctuated events at differentLife-history stages. thatmaynot occur in the same
way from year to year. Thus a given level of survival can come about by entirely
different processes that act on differentstages (sizes or ages) in different years (Jones
1991, Ellertsen et al . 1995).
1.2 Life history of j uvenile cod in coasta l Newfoundland
Concentrationof research on theadult stage, and to a lesser extenton thepelagic egg,
and larvalstages, has resulted in the juvenile stageof many commercially exploited fish
species , (including cod , Gadus morhua) being poorl y known . The juvenile stage is
particular ly poorly known and is regarded as the "missing link" in life history and
fisheries studies (de Lafontaine 1992). This poor understanding of the life history of
juvenile fishes is due to the high diversity of habitats used by juveniles (Walters and
Juanes 1993) and the difficulties of sampling these hab itats well (Home and Campana
1989, God" et al . 1989, de Lafontaine 1992 , Hanson 1996) . This has led to a dearth of
studieson juvenile cod andhindersunderstanding theprocesses thatinfluence the spatial
and temporal distributions. Prior to the collapse of the Northern Newfoundland and
Labrador cod stock (NAPO Divisions 21. 3K. 3L) in 1992. therewere only six refereed
publications on juvenile cod « 4-yr-old)fromcoastalNewfoundland.These studieswere
done at a variety of spatialand temporal scales in shallow water(usually < 30 m) using
SCUBA, beach seines, and sonic telemetry. Juvenile cod (age 0 and 1) were foundto be
ahundant in shallow water « 5 m) during autumn (Lear et al . 1980), often in areas
containing macroalgae (Keats et al. 1987). Juvenile cod were also collected during winter
at temperatures < l "e (Brown et al. 1989) . Feeding occurred during the day, not at
night when juveniles were abundant in shallow water (Keats 1990, Keats and Steele
1992) . Using SCUBA and sonic telemetry , Clark and Green (1990 ) showed 3-yr-o ld cod
were wide ranging ( > 3 kmld) , noctumally active , and migrated dail y between deep cold
waterwherethey wereinactiveand shallowwarmwater wherethey fed duringsummer.
In autumn, cod stayed in shallow water wherethey were inactive withinhomeranges
(Clark and Green 1990).
With the exception of Learet al. (1980), all of thesestudies were done at single sites or
within relatively confined geographical areas and often at small temporal scales (fable
1. 1). No studycompared variation in densityof codamong different spatial or temporal
scales . For example, the study by Keats (1990), discusses variation in density of juvenile
cod at the scale of approximately 12 hours (i.e . day-night) . How variation compares at
this scale to smaller(e.g, tidal)or larger(e.g. annual)scales is unknownbecause most
studies describe variation at a single scale. An increasing number of studies now
recognize that variation depends on the scale of observation (Schneider 1994) and are
quantifyingvariation at multiple scales. Quantifying variation at multiplescales can lead
to the identificationof the spatialor temporal scale wherevariation is highest. Sampling
effort can then be focused at this scale to help identify the processes that might be
causing the variation. Multisca1e studies have been used to judge the applicability of
small-scale experiments to larger scales, to identify domains of equivalent spatial
variation, to identify scales of maximum variation, and to provide clues to the scale of
biological or physical processesthat generate observed patternsof variation (Horne and
SChneider 1997).
51.3 Scale, pattern, and process
In this thesis I Quantify variation in the population densityof juvenile cod over several
spatial and temporal scales. The objective is to determine the relative contribution of
small- and large-scale variation and in so doing evaluate the relative contributions of
small- and large-scale processes in structuring spatial and temporal distributions of
juvenile cod in coastalNewfoundland. This thesisexaminesthe generalexpectation that
small-scalevariation canexceed variation at largerscales. This is contrary to expectation
because as of yet, there is limited evidence that spatial variance in the distribution of
mobile animals is concentrated at small-spatial scales (Home and Schneider 1997). It is
known that population densities of juvenile cod vary greatly at small-spatial and temporal
scales (e.g . Keats et a1. 1987, Keats and Steele 1992), but there has been no comparison
with larger-scale variation. This lack of synthesisacross small- and large-scalestudies
is probably due to a lack of knowledge about the relative importance of variation at
different spatial and temporal scales (Downes et al . 1993).
Quantifying variation in population density at different scales can provide valuable insight
into potential processes that may be important in structuring of fish communities. If
variation in fish density is highestat a particular scale or over a range of scales (i.e .
domain) then this hints that processes operating at this scale (or domain) may be
responsible for the observedvariation. For example, if variation in density is quantified
at three temporal scales (among days, between day and night, and between high and low
tides) and is found to be highest between day and night than this suggests that diel
processesare very important in influencing the densityof fish at small temporal scales.
The process responsible for the variation can then be potentially identified by making a
prediction and conducting appropriate experiments (Hairston 1989) at the scale where
variation in highest. This experimental approach of linkingprocess(es)with variation at
the same scale assumes experimentation is possible at the spatial and temporal scales
where variation is the highest. Conducting experi ments at small-spatial and temporal
scales for example, is often possible . For logistical reasons alone. conducting
experiments at much larger scales is much more difficul t (Diamond 1986) . WeUdesigned
experi ments with appropriate treatmen ts, controls, and replicates conducted at the scale
of maximum variation should help isolate the source of the variatio n. Repeating the
experime nt some time later or conductin g the experiment at more thanone site provides
additional infonnatio n about the spatial and temporal scale over which the results apply
(e.g . Hewitt et aI. 1996).
Explaining observed patterns of variation in tenns of particular processes has proven
difficult (Horne and Schneider 1995). Matching pattern with process assumes that there
is a direct link between variatio n and the process(es) that produce it (Wiens et aI. 1986,
Denman 1992, Horne and Schneider 1995) . Matching observed patterns of variation with
particular processes is di fficult because variatio n is often the result of several processes
that operate over a range of scales. For example, variatio n in density at an intermediate
spatial scale may result fro m smaller or larger scale processes in addition to processes
operating directly at the intermediate scale . Consequen tly, variation at a particular scale
may not be due to anyone single process operating alone at only one scale. Multiscale
analyses quantify variatio n at several scales in the absence of any single characteris tic or
right scale (Levin 1991). The multi scale approac h provides a more co mplete
understand ing of the relative contributions of small and larger scale processes in
structuring the spatial and temporal distributions of organisms, including juvenile cod in
coastal Newfoundland .
1.4 Research object ives and thes is outline
This thesis investigates four sources of variation likely to be encountered when sampling
coastal populations of juvenile cod in Newfoundland: (i) sampling variation due to
species identification, (li) sampling variation in catches and sizeof juvenile cod due to
sampling equipment , (iii) spatialvariation, and (iv) temporal variation.
Chapter U addresses the problem of distinguishing juvenile Gadus morhua (Atlantic cod)
from Gadus ogac (Greenland or rock cod) . These sibling species occur together as
recently settled.juveniles incoastal Newfoundland habitats. Despite hundreds of years of
commercial fishing, over half a century of research on Atlantic cod, and several
taxonomic and life-history studies (Wise 1961, Bergstad et al. 1987, Scott and Scott
1988) it is still difficult to distinguish between the recently settled. juveniles of these
species without the use of electrophoresis (HovgArd and Lehmann 1986). Chapter ill
addresses the problem of sampling juvenile cod in diverse coastal habitats and compares
standardized catches from both active and passive sampling equipment . The objective was
to determine if standardized catches of juvenile cod were consistent across sampling
equipment deployed. in the same habitat at the same time. This chapter also addresses
whether size modes (age classes) of juvenile cod are consistent among sampling
equipment and whether sampling equipment show consistent patterns of standardized
catches at small-spatial (depth) and temporal (diel) scales. Chapter IV quantifies variation
in population density of juvenile cod over three spatial scales (sites , bays, and coastal
sections of 750 km) and examines the expectation that small-scale variation may be
related to habitat selection. Spatial variation is compared among years (1960-1964, 1992-
1996)and age classes (ages 0, I, and 2) to determine if variation has a temporal or body
size (i.e. age) component. Chapter IV quantifies variation at three temporal scales;
years, months, and hours . It identifies the scale with greatest variation and detennines
if temporal structure is consistent at two distant sites sampled in the same manner.
Processes are suggested that may contribute to the observed. variation at each scale . The
finalchapter summarizes the contributions of this thesis .
Table 1.1 Spatial and temporalscales of studies onjuvenile coddoneprior to 1992 in coastal Newfoundland. 7 = not
staled.
Sludy Spatial Temporal Spatial Temporal Sampling No. of
extent extent resolution resolution equipment observations
- - - - - - --- ---
Lear et ca. 1500km 6 yr ? 1 yr 25 m 4H49
al. (1980) seine lowslyr
Keatset ca. 16 km 2 yr ? ? SCUBA
al. (1987)
Brown et ca. 50 m 5 mo ca. 50 m ca. 2 wk 9m 14
al. (1989) seine tows
Clark and > 8 km 6 mo ca. 1m ? sonic 18
Green (1990) telemetry fish
Keatsand ? 1 mo a SCUBA ? SCUBA
Steele (1992) dive
Keats (1990) 100 m 24 hr 100 m < 1 hr SCUBA 9 dives
Chapter IT
Distinguishing juvenile Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua)
from Greenland cod (Gadus ogac)
2.1 Introduc tion
Species identification of fish eggs , larvae, and j uveniles is usually based on one of two
approac hes (Berry and Richards 1973 , Powles and Markle 1984, Sandknop et aI. 1984).
The most common approach relies on field collections and works back from known adults
using diagnostic characters common to smaller individuals of a size series . A second
approach relies extensively on eggs and larvae reared from known parents , and works
forward . Both approaches have been used 10 identify Gadus ogac and Gadus momua ,
two species of cod (Gadidae) tha t, as demersal j uveniles occur together in coas tal areas
of the northwest Atlantic (Scott and Scott 1988, Cohen et aI. 1990).
Yolk-sac larvae of G. ogac reared 105.2 mm notoehonllength (NL) from known parents
were distinguished from G. morhua by the absence of dorsal pre -anal pigmentation and
by the maximum size of larvae that retain a yolk sac (Andersen et al, 1994).
Identification of larger field-caught specimens was based mostly on body shape because
counts of vertebrae and finrays overlap (Jensen 1948, Markle 1982, Scott and Scott 1988,
Cohen et al. 1990). Adult G. ogac are described as having a more plump shape , with a
thicker and broader forehead and a thinner caudal peduncle than G. marhua (Jensen
1948). Interorbital width as a percentage of head length is a measurement often reported
10 separate these species; however there is overlap (G. ogac: 18.ll-32.9% , G. morhua :
15.ll-23 .8 %; V1adykov 1945, Jensen 1948, Svetovidov 1948, Cohen et al , 1990). Other
differences include colour of the lateral line (Vladykov 1945 , Jensen 1948 ) and of the
peritone um (Svetovidov 1948 , Mckenzi e 1952, Scott and Scott 1988, Cohenet aI. 1990).
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These characteristics were based on large juvenile and adult fish. Jensen (p. 158; 1948)
stated "it would presumably be difficult to distinguish the young of Ogak [=ogael from
those of the common cod- and this is substantiated by Hovgjrd and Lehmann who in
1986 reported difficulty identifying individuals <200 mm without the use of protein
electrophoresis (see Renaud et at. 1986). Consequently the two species remain difficult
to identify as larvae, pelagic juveniles, and metamorphosed demersaljuveniles <200
mm. Individuals within this size range havenot beenfonnallycompared and identified.
Consequently.estimates of demersal juvenile ax! (G. morhua) abundance from surveys
in coastal nursery areas and from ichthyoplankton surveys for larvae and pelagic
juveniles may be biased due to mis-identifications.
The objective of this study is to identify attributes that distinguish specimens of small
(87-135 romSL) demersal G. ogac from those of G. morhua. The approach taken was
to determine species identity using protein electrophoresis and then use discriminant
function analyses to identify morphological characters that can be used in the field to
distinguish between these species.
2.2 Materials and methods
Juvenile Gadus were collected by beach seining in Little MosquitoCove, Trinity Bay,
Newfoundland (47 ·50.5' N, 53·53.9 ' W) on 23 November 1993 and 6 May 1994. Cod
were placed in plastic bags (10-20 fishlbag), labelled and frozen (-7 '0 -W°C) within two
hours of being collected. All cod were identified to species based on differences in the
electrophoretic mobilities of creatine ltinase and esterase proteins (described below). A
total of 16 G. ogae were collected. All G. ogae were between 87-135 mm SL. Forty G.
morhuawere collected withinthis same size range. These 56 specimens were examined
(or morphometric, meristic, andpigmentcharacters thatwould separate them. Additional
specimens (0 = 47 , within the samesize range)from Buclc1eys Cove in Newmans Sound,
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Tern Nova National Park (48° 35' N , 53°55' W; 4-5 October 1995) and from Little
Mosquito Cove (28 OCtober 1995) were collected to test the valid ity of diagnostic
characters established fromthe initial 56 specimens. Five representativespecimens have
been deposited at the AtlanticReference Centre(Huntsman Marine Science Centre) in
St. Andrews, New Brunswick. Referen ce numbers are ARC 96 1304 8 to ARC 9613050,
ARC9813166, and ARC9813 167.
2.2.1 Morphometric characters
Measurementson 14 morphometric characters weretaken (to 0.1 mm)on freshly thawed
specimens using dial calipers (Fig. 2 .1 ). Characters shown in Figure 2.1 are defin ed by
Hubbs and Lagler (1958) excep t for the following :
- pre-anal length (pAL) : tip of snout to origin of first ray of the first anal fin;
- post-orbital length (POL): posterioredge of eye to the posterioredge of opercular
membrane;
- body depth at the first dorsal fin (BD D1 ): body depth measured at the origin of the first
ray of the first dorsal fin , and similarly for body depth at the second (B002) and
third (B003) dorsal fins .
2.2,2 Biochemical characters
Approximately0. 1g of skeletalmuscle fromthecaudalpeduncle was removedfromeach
fish after morphometriccharacters were quantified. MuscJe tissue was stored at -70°C
for electrophoretic analysis. Species identity of each sample of muscle was then
determined from differences in the electrophoretic mobilities of creatine kinase and
esterase proteins, as previously demonstrated by Renaud et al. (1986) . Protein
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electrophoresis was carried out following Ridgway et al. (1970) . Gels were stained for
creatine kinase and esterase using standard techniques (Harris and Hopkinson 1976).
Afteridentification of thecreatinekinaseband, screeningforthisproteinwas carriedout
using the R-250 general protein stain. When staining for esterase, a-naphthyl butyrate
was usedas substrate.
Prior to the study, 21 mown adult G. ogac (ca. 305-552 mm) and 20 m own adult G.
morhua (277-375mm) were screened with both stains to confirm thatthe two species
could be positively identified using this method . In addition, seven known Microgadus
tomcod (123-209 mm SL) were collected in New Brunswick, Canada and were screened
to ensure that this species was not among those in field collections from the northeast
coast of Newfoundland.
2.2.3 Discriminant function analyses (DFA)
DFA requires that individuals be assigned to species groups prior to analyses.
Unambiguous differences in the electrophoretic mobilities of muscle proteins allowed
each specimen to be classified to species. A second requirement of DFA is that the
distribution of characters withingroupsbe approximately multivariate normal (Pimentel
1979, Klecka 1980, SAS 1988). Eight of 15 measurements in the ogac group and 4 of
15 measurements in the morhuagroup listed in Table2.1 showed significantdeviations
(a = 0 .05) from normality (Shapiro and Wilk 1965). Bliss (1967) and Pimentel (1979)
reportthat multivariate normality is usually more closely approximated when dataare
log-transformed, Deviationsfromnonnality were reduced to 2 of 15 ogac variablesand
2 of 15 morhua variables after morphometric characters were loglo transformed (a =
0.05, Shapiro and Wilk statistic) . A third requirement of DFA is homogeneity of
variances . A comparison of variances by the F= test (Sokal and Rohlf 1995) indicated
none of the variables in the non-transformed and loglo-tIansformed data sets showed
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significant heterosecdasticity (p < 0.05). I therefore used log" transformed data in the
DFA given that this is a robust technique that can tolerate some deviation from the
assumptions (l.achenbruch 1975, Pimentel 1979, Harris 1985).
Data analyses by the STEPDISC and D1SCRIMprocedures of SAS. version 6.09 lSAS
1988) were used to identify variables that contribute most to distinguishing betwee n
species (STEPDlSC) and '0develop equations (DISCRIM) to classify individuals.
Analyses were done on 56 specimens within a size range common to both species (87 -
135 mm SL). Fourteen measurements listed in Table 2 .1 were loglo transfonned and
examined in a forward stepwise analysis using the STEPDISC procedure. The variable
thatcontributed most to the discriminatory power of the model at each step, as judged
by the Wilks's Lambda statistic (A), was included. This resulted in nine of 14
morphometric characters being selected: LOE (F' .n=50.0. p <O.OOOI). wr (F,-,,=50 .9,
p <O.OOOI) , BDD2 (F,,, =12 .3, p=O.OOO9), SNL (F,,.\O = 8.5 . p= 0.0052), POL
(F, =9 .2, p=0.OO38).1ll. (F,... =5.4 , p=O.0236) , BDD3 (F, ..,= 5.9, p~O. I87) , BDDI
(F, = 2.85. p~0.0978) and UJL (F.... =5.0. p=0.0291) . The value of Wilks's Lambda
after inclusion ofjust the first two variables (eye diameter, mass) was low Q.. = 0.2597)
indicating thatthe model had reasonably good discriminatory power. These were thebest
two variables for discriminating betweenG. ogacandG. morhuaat sizesfrom87 to 135
mm SL . Body depth at 02 also contributed to species identi fication but was less
important. The value of Wilks's Lambdawas lowered from 0 .2597 to 0.2090 with the
inclusion of body depth at 02 .
OFA was repeated on the residuals o f morphometric data once the effect of standard
length was removed from each variable by linear regression . This procedure reduced the
potentialfor error caused by differences in thelengths of fish examined within the range
87-135 mm SL (Pepin and carr 1993). Reanalysis resulted in the same variables, eye
diameter and mass, still being the most important when distinguishing between G. ogac
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and G. momua.
Discriminant functions generated by the DISCRIM procedure (SAS 1988) were derived
for each species and can be used directly for classification. Only eye diameter (LOE) and
total body mass cwn were included in the discriminant functions. The inclusion of
variables with weaker explanatory power complicates theanalysesandmayincrease the
numberof mis-classifieations (Klecka 1980). Discriminantfunctionscanbe based on the
within-groupcovariance matrices or on the pooled covariance matrix. The within-group
covariance matrices were not significantly different <r= 0.2966, df=3, p=O .9607) .
Discriminant analyseswere thereforebased on a pooled covariance matrix. The linear
discriminantfunctiontakes thegeneralfonn:
lI,(x) = a + bLOE + cwr [1]
where H.(x) is the score for specimen x of species t, and a, b and c are unstandardized
discriminantcoefficients. The posterior probability of specimen x belonging to species
t is given by:
pr(' I xl = exp(ll, [x]) I I: exp(H[xJ) [2J
where specimens wereclassified to species giving thehighestvalueof H (equation 1) or
highest value of p (equation 2) .
[ tested meeffectiveness of thediscriminantfunctions using a cross-validation procedure
where a linear discriminant function, as in equation I, was developed based on 0-1
observations in the data set (l.achenbruch and Mickey 1968). The single observation no'
included was classified by the discriminantfunctionand this procedurewas repeated for
all observations. I also determined mis-classification by applying discriminant functions
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to a test data set of cod (n= 47; 87-135 mm SL).
2.2.4 Meristic characters
Counts of finlays and vertebrae were taken on 14-15 G. ogac and 35-40 G. mamua
identified previously to species by protein electrophoresis. All specimens were x-rayed
(Hewlett Packard Model 43805N) at the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, St.
Andrews, New Brunswick, Canada. X-ray radiographs were examined on a lighttable
using a lOX lens. Counts were made on the first, second, and third dorsal fins (01 , D2,
and D3), both anal fins (AI, A2), caudal fin (C), and total vertebrae (including urosryle).
Counts of to tal gil1I1llcers from the first gill arch were taken from 8 additional G. ogac
for comparison with Scott and Scott (1988). Three G. ogac were from New Brunswick,
(124-155 mm SL) and five were from northeast Newfoundland (305-489 mm),
2.2.5 Other characters
These characters included the shape of the lateral line, and overall body colour (green,
red, or brown). Characters were quantified on a nominalscale and theirdetermination
was sometimes subjective. Consequently, characters were not recorded for every
specimen. The lateral line character is best described by comparing illustrations of G.
ogac and G. morhua in Scott and Scott (1988) on pages 266 and 270. The shape of the





The electrophoretic mobilities of esterase and creatine kinase unambiguously
distinguished G. ogac fromG. momua; however,banding patterns were slightlydifferent
from those described by Renaud et aI. (1986). When stained for creatine kinase , a single
band was observed in all three species analyzed . Gadusogac and M. somcodexpressed
proteins which migrated at the same rate and were anodal (i.e , faster) to thatof G.
morhua (Fig . 2.2) . All three species were fixed for their respective phenotypes . In
additionto creatinekinase, the general proteinstaindetectedtwo unidentified bandsof
equalmobilitiesin G. ogacand G. morhua. In M. tomcod, only one unidentified protein
bandwas observed betweenthe other two bands.
When stating for esterase, a more complex phenotype was observed for which
interpretation mayvarydue to electrophoretic conditions or the influenceof ontogenyand
environment on expressionof theenzymes(Mork et al. 1982). In my study. three zones
of activitygave consistentresultsthatcouldbe scoredreliably.The leastanodalzone was
represented by a single band that migrated at the same rate in all three species . An
adjacentzone was characterized by a single bandwithfixeddifferences in electrophoretic
mobility for all three species with the G. morhuaband migrating the least anodally, the
M. tomcodband migrating the most anodally, and the G. ogac band intermediate to the
other two species. The most anodal zone of activity had a single bandedphenotypeof
equal migratory distance in both G. morhuaand M. tomcod and a double banded, less
anodally migrating phenotype, in G. ogac, All three species were fixed for their
respective phenotypes in this zone. None of the cod from the northeast coast of
Newfoundland were M. tomcod.
2.3.2 Discriminant function analyses
Discriminant functionanalyses indicated thatLOE andwr were the two variablesthat
contributed most to distinguishing G. ogac from G. morhua between 87-135 mm SL.
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BDD2 was the next best discriminating variable. LOE and WT showed little overlap
between G. ogac and G. morhua (Fig. 2.3). More overlap was evident for body depth
at D2 (Fig. 2.3). In general, G. ogac has a smaller eye (mean=26.1 %, range=23.7-
29.1 % head length), is heavier (mean condition factor (mass·I()()()()()/SL') ~ 1.269,
range=1.11G-1.460) and deeper bodied (mean=18.2%, range=16.2-19 .8% SL at D2)
than similar length G. morhua (eye: mean=30.6% , range=25.3-34.7% head length;
mean condition faetor= 1.078, range=0.862-1.419 ; body depth (02): mean=17.5%,
range= 14.9-20 . I% SL) within the range 87-135 mm SL (Fig. 2.4) . Units for condition
factorcalculated aboveare g/mm",
The coefficients for the linearDFs with variables {agio transformed were:
G. ogac : H,(x) = -228.90 + 70 1.4 ILog,,(LOE) - 132.45Log,,(WT)
G. morhua : H,(x) ~ -308.92 + 829.14Log ,ofLOE) -165.28Log,,(WT)
(3]
[4)
I tested the robustness of the discriminantfunctionusing a cross-validationprocedureon
theoriginal 56 specimens where n-I observationswere used to develop a OF leaving one
observation to be classified . This cross-validation procedure was applied to every
observation and resulted in 3/56 = 5.3% mis-classification error. When DFs were
applied to a test data set (n=46 G. ogac; n=1 G. morhua) collected after the DFs above
were developed,5/47 = 10.6% fish were misclassified. Five G. ogacwere misclassified
as G. morhua,
I examinedtheeffectof prior probabilitieson the mis-classificationerrorassociated with
the DFs. Prior probabilities can be thought of as a weightingprocedurefor the analyses
that takes into accountthat the ratio of G. ogac to G. morhua may not always be 0.5 ;
0.5 . For example, if there is a high probability that most fish are G. morhua, then I
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would want to classify an individual as G. ogac only if the evidence was very strong
(Klecka 1980). 1examined the effect of prio r probabilities using the DlSCRIM procedure
with prior probabilities covering the range : 0.1 :0.9 to 0.9 :0.1 (ogac:morhua) . Modifying
prior probabilities affected mis-classification rates only slightly (3.5 to 7.1 %) with ntis-
classification rates being equal between species at low prior probabilities o f G. ogac
(Table 2.2) . There wasa slight bias towards mis-classification of G. morhua at high prior
probabilities of G. ogac (Table 2.2) .
2.3.3 Meristic characters
Finlay and vertebral counts from G. ogac overlapped those of G. morhua (Fig . 2.5).
Consequently. counts were of limited use for distinguishing between species. Counts
from A2 andC showed the least amountof overlap. Total g:illr.J.ker counts from thefirst
gill arch were 16-19 in three New Brunswick G. ogac and 21-23 in five Newfoundland
specimens.
2.3.4 Other char acters
Thirty-sevenof 47 Gadus in the test dataset when examinedby eye shortly after capture
were green in colour. Protein gel electrophoresis identified these 37 specime ns as G.
ogac based on electrophoretic mobilities of esterase and creatinekinaseproteins. Nine
of 47 cod in the test data set were red in colour. These nine were also identified as G.
ogac basedon protein gel electrophoresis. Colourcould not be reliably determined on
one specimen . This specimen was identified as G. morhua by electrophores is. In general,
the lateral linewas more arched in G. ogac than in G. momua.
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2 .4 Discussion
Gadus ogac can be distinguished from G. nwrhua by its smaller eye. deeper andheavier
body. arched lateral line and green or red colour at sizes from 87-135 mm SL. The
deeperand heavier body makesjuvenile G. ogac look more robust and heavier set than
G. morhuaat co mparable sizes and generally agreeswith observations by Jensen (1948)
for adults. The mis-identi fication rate of 5.6-10. 3% should be reduced when lateral line
and body colour characters are included in the identification process. These were not
included in the discriminant functionanalyses because they were difficult to score on
some specimens. Consequently thisincreased the number of specimens wheredatawere
missing. Missing observations destroy morphometric analyses (Pimentel1979) andwould
result in a much smallernumberof specimens being available for analyses.
Discriminant function analyses determined which of the original 14 morphometric
characters were the most important in the identification process. These were eye
diameter , total body mass, and body depth at the origin of the second dorsal lin. With
respect to the two characters thatwere difficult to score. body colour (G . ogac: red and
green ; G. morhua: brown) and lateral line (G. ogoc: arched ; G. morhua : moderately
arched) I found that body colour could usually be scored on most specimens and was
more definitive than the subjective determination of the lateral line character. Body
colour wasusually retained in frozen specimens thathave not driedbut was usually lost
when specimens were stored in formalin and ethanol. There are at least three problems
with using bodycolouralone to distinguish betweenG. ogac and G. morhua: (i) external
body colour has been reported to be related to diet or habitat (McKenzie 1934, Dannevig
1953, Love 1974) , (ii) it was sometimes difficult to score colouron each specimen, i.e.
detenniningwhen the reddish colour of some G. ogac looks brown, the colour usually
associated with ju venile G. morhua , and (iii) small specimens (ca. 25-45 mm) often have
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pelagiccolour and not the green, red, or brown colour associated with larger more
demersal specimens.
Identifications based on protein electrophoresis circumvent the necessity of using size
series to identifyunknown speciesof fish. Differencesin the electrophoretic mobilityof
esterase and creatine kinase allowed the use of protein electrophoresis to identify
individuals between 85·135 mm SL, even though these individuals were well below (ca.
200 mm Hovgard and Lehmann 1986) and well above (ca. 5 mm, Andersen et at 1994)
the sizes where identifications were previouslypossible. Futurestudieson distinguishing
these species should focuson specimens between5 to 80 mm SL, a size rangewhere
considerablevariation in shape is expected to occur as larvae metamorphose to pelagic
juveniles that subsequently settle from pelagic to demersal habitats.
Various characters have been reported to differ between adult G. ogac and G. morhua,
but these were not evidentin juveniles examined in this study. Whitepigmentalong both
sides of the lateral line of G. morhua and the absenceof light pigmentation associated
with the lateral line of G. ogac identifies large (ca. > 140 mm; Fig. 2 .3 this study)
specimens (see Figures 2 and 3 of V1adykov 1945, Jensen 1948) but was not evident on
the smallest (ca. < 100 mm) juveniles examined in this study. The larger interorbital
width of G. ogac compared with G. marhua (G. ogac : 28 .2-29.4% IlL, G. mornua:
23.3-23 .8% IlL, V1adykov 1945; G. ogac : 23.0-32.9% IlL, G. mornua: 19.2-22 .2%
IlL,lensen 1948; G. ogac: 22.6-23 .1% IlL, G. morhua: 15.8-20.7% , Svetevidov 1948;
G. ogac : 18-25% HL, G. morhua: 15-22% IlL, Cohen et aI. 1990) helps distinguish
adultsbut was not among the top nine of 14 morphometric characters ranked by DFA
for juveniles in this study. Interorbital widths for juvenile G. ogac (mean=24.1% head
length, range=21.4-26.4%) and G. morhua (mean=22.5% HL, range= 18.8-28 .4%)
substantiallyoverlapped. A thirdcharacter, that of gill rakercounts for eight juvenile G.
ogac examined in this studywere 16-23. These overlap with G. morhua (range=21 -26,
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SveleVidov 1948; range=21-28, Scott and Scott 1988) but low counts from 16-19 for G.
ogac may be helpful with species identification . Gill raker counts from more thaneight
G. ogac examined in this study are required to establish this.
Finally differences in gonadal development can help distinguish maturing G. ogac from
G. momua. These include : (I) demersal adhesive eggs for G. ogac (Hansen 1949, Cohen
et aI. 1990) compared with pelagic eggs for G. momua (Fahay 1983), (ti) black pigment
on the ovary (Jensen 1948) or peritoneum (Svetevidov 1948, Mclcenzie 1952, Cohen et
aI. 1990) of G. ogac , and (ill) spawning at a younger age or size in G. ogac (Scott and
Scott 1988, Mikhail and Welch 1989, Morin et al, 1991). Five of the eight G. ogac
examined for gill rakercounts werealsoexamined for blackpigmentation onthegonads.
Four of the five specimens were spawning and spent males and had no black
pigmentation on theirgonads. Howeverthe single female examined (in spentcondition)
had black pigmentation completely covering the gonads suggesting that black
pigmentation is most commonly observed on the gonads of female G. ogac, It was not
uncommonto observe (personalobservation) G. ogac as small as 150-200 mm SL with
developing testes in lateautumnandearly winter (October-December). Testes in similar
sized G. momua, though easily observed,remain thinandstring-like with no evidence
of whitish lobes containing milt. In 200 mm G. morhua,ovariesremain smalland take
up a tiny portion of the body cavity. Gonads from maturing G. ogac (ca. 200 mm SL)
can fill a considerableportionof the posterior end of the bodycavity in lateautumn and
winter just priorto spawning.
Confusion over the identification of thesespeciesstems in part fromhistorically reported
differences in eye diameter. Dresel (1884) originally reported that eye diameter of G.
ogacwas largerthan thatof G. morhua. Manyof the diagnostic characters, including eye
diameter, reported by Dresel (1884) were judged to be in error (Snrlttl892). Presently ,
the only quantified differences in eye diameter between these species are those of
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Svetevidov (1948) who reports eye diameter ranges of 21.4-23.1 % HL for G. ogac and
15 .5-2 1.7 % HL for G. momua. These ranges contrast with the eye diameter ranges
reported for juveniles in this study which were lower for G. ogac (23 .7-29 .1 % of HL)
than G. mamua (25.3-34.7 % of HL). The differences between the findings reported
here and those of Svetevidov (1948) may be due to the size of specimens examined. Cod
examined in this study were 87-135 romSL whereasSvetovidov's specimenswere larger.
Eye diameter expressed as a ratioof HLor SL is variable throughout thelife of cod. For
examp le, eye diameter as percen t HL , may be 40-50% in larval cod (calculated from
illustrations in Fahay 1983). As cod get larger, eye diameter as percent of HL becomes
smaller indicating changes in measurements of these body parts are not constant.
Allometric growth of body parts may explain differences in eye diameter between this
srudy and larger specimens exami ned by Svetovidov (1948).
Andersen et al . (1994) warned about possible mis-identifications whe n analysing plankto n
samples from eastern Canadian coastal waters, e.g . in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
along the Newfoundland and Labrador coasts and in the Hudson Strait where G. ogac
and G. morhuaoccurand spawn.This observation also applies to inshoresurveys that
targe t the j uvenile stage of G. momua in coastal Newfoundland (e .g . Lear et al . 1980,
Ings et al. 1997). Consequently many of the small cod thatare commonly observed
around wharves and harboursof northeast Newfoundland thatare locally referred to as
tomcods (but not Microgadus tomcod) and are thought to be G. morhua are likely a
mixtu re of age 0 and age 1 Gree nland cod (G. ogac) and Atlantic cod (G. mornuay.
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Table 2.1. Statisticsof measurements from Gadus spp. (87-135 mm SL) used in discriminant analyses. SL was not included
in theanalyses. Measurements are shown in Fig. 2.1. Variable abbreviations aregiven in thetext. • indicates variable not
normally distribuled prior to loglotransformation.
Gadus ogac (n~ 16) Gadus morhua (n~40)
Variable Mean Variance Min. Max. Mean Variance Min. Max.
sr:--'104.4 ~ 87.9 135.8 110.2 ----m:J 88.2 134.6
SNL '8.6 1.9 6.9 12.3 9.5 1.8 6.8 12.3
LOE 7.4 0.8 6.0 9.3 '9.4 0.9 7.2 11.5
PDL 34.8 24.1 27.2 47.4 36.9 20.4 28.5 46.3
UJL 12.2 4.9 9.2 16.3 11.9 2.0 9.4 16.5
HL '28.6 14.6 23.3 39.2 30.9 11.8 24.4 40.5
BDep '5 .3 0.7 4.3 7.6 5.0 0.5 3.9 6.8
HW '9.7 4.0 7.0 15.3 °10.9 4.0 5.0 14.2
PAL 52.8 45.3 42.9 68.0 53.4 32.0 43.4 69.4
POL 12.6 3.7 10.0 18.0 12.5 2.5 9.9 16.7
BDD1 21.0 8.8 15.1 26.8 '21.4 9.1 16.9 28.8
BDD2 19.0 7.8 14.6 26.0 19.4 8.5 14.5 26.3
BDD3 '11.1 3.5 9.0 15.9 10.8 2.5 8.1 14.1
lOW '6.9 0.9 5.6 9.7 7.2 2.5 4.8 12.6
WT '15 .2 44.4 8.0 34.6 '15.0 29.9 6.8 30.0
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Table 2.2 Effectof altered priorprobabilities on rnis-classification ratesof juvenile
G. ogac and G. morhua in stepwise forwarddiscriminant functionanalysis. n = 56.
Prior probability Misclassifieation (%) (%) Error
G.ogac G. mornua G.ogac G. mornua
--0-.-1~ --1.-8- --1.-8- 3.6
0.2 0.8 1.8 1.8 3.6
0.3 0.7 1.8 1.8 3.6
004 0.6 1.8 1.8 3.6
0.5 ·0.5 1.8 1.8 3.6
0.6 0.4 1.8 3.6 5.4
0.7 0.3 0 504 5.4
0.8 0.2 0 5.4 504
0.9 0.1 0 504 504
Figure 2.1 Measurements taken on Gadus spp. Abbreviations: Standard Length (SL) .
snout length (SNL), length of eye (LOE), predorsal length (pDL) , length of upper jaw
(OIL), head length (HL), body depth at caudal peduncle (13DCP), pre-anal length (PAL),
post-orbitallength (POL), head width (HW) , interorbital width (lOW) , body depth at the
first dorsal lin (13DDl) and similarly for (13DD2)and (13DD3).
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Figure 2.2 General protein zymogram of muscle extract from G. ogac and G. morhua.
The anode is located at the top. Creatine kinase moves from the cathode towards the
anode. Arrow indicates the position of creatine kinase. 1-5, G. ogac; 6, G. morhua.
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Figure 2.3 Log" eye diameter (mm), total body mass (g), and body depth
(mm) at the origin of the seconddorsal fin plottedagainst loglO standard







Figure 2.4 Demersal juvenile cod (top to bottom): Gadus ogae , 75 mm; G. morhua, 75
mm; G. ogac, 144 mm; G. morhua, 151 mm; Microgadus tomcod, 146 mm. These
specimens have been deposited at the Atlantic Reference Centre in St. Andrews, New
Brunswick. Reference numbers are: ARC9613048 to ARC9613050, ARC9813166, and
ARC9813 167. Black scale represents 20 mm.
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Figure 2.5 Countsof dorsal(DI-D3), caudal(C), and vertebrae(V) of Gadus ogac(n=14-15)andG. morhua (n=35-40).All
specimens werebetween87-135mmSL . Therange is indicated by thehorizontalline, themeanbytheverticallineandtwo
standard errors oneithersideof the meanareindicated by thedarkened box. Theupperline foreachpairof countsis G.ogac.
Chapter ill
Independent patterns of variation in catches due to
sampling equipment
3.1 Introduction
Variation in and prediction of recruitment are important and long-standing problems in
fisheries research . Research has focused on early life stages because it is often theorized
that the size of a cohort is established during a brief critical period early in the life of
fishes . Hjort (1914, 1926) hypothesised that variation in sizeof a cohort is related to a
critical period in larval life when mortality is high due to depletion of yolk and onset of
starvation. The critical period concept, and estimation of recru itment from egg and larval
surveys are not universally accepted (May 1974, Cushing 1981, Peterman et al. 1988).
An alternative view is that variation in recruitment and cohort size are modified
throughout the pelagic stage and during the first few years of life (Sette 1943 , Sissenwine
1984) . This view places greater emphasis on tracking cohort strength throughout the
juvenile stage.
Early juvenile stages of many marine fishes inhabit both pelagic and demersal
environments where they are often segregated from adults (Harden Jones 1968).
Consequently a variety of sampling equipment , some specifically designed, is required
to estimate juvenile abundance . In pelagic habitats , sampling early life stages of cod
(Gadus morhua) requires relatively few gears , some of which have been quantitatively
compared (Schnack 1973, Solemdal and Ellertsen 1984, Suthers and Frank 1989, Potter
et al . 1990). Such comparisons have not been made for demersal stages, especially from
coastal habitats where juvenile cod are often concentrated. Difficulties arise when
comparing catches among demersal samplers. These include: differences between active
and passive samplers (Hayes 1989, Hubert 1989), limitations due to habitat type (Gode
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et aI. 1989), and difficulties relating sampling effort of passive and active samplers to a
standard unit of abundance (Ricker 1975, p. 19).
The main objective of this study was to detennine if catches of juvenile cod from
differentcoastal habitatscould be calibrated among demersal sampling equipment (i.e .
the catch of one samplerestimated from the catch of a second sampler deployed at the
same time). I compared standardized catches of different sampling equipment deployed
simultaneously in the same habitat. If catches can be calibrated it will be possible to
estimate mortality
in different cohorts as cod grow . become more mobile, and change habitat. The dataso
collected allowed the testing of whether spatial gradients and temporal changes in
catches were comparable across gears on a relative scale. If gradientsare comparable,
thenpattern can be interpreted as characteristic of fish populations, notjust of sampling
equipment. I also tested whether size modes were common across all sampling
equipment.
3.2 Methods
Most sampling was done at several shallow (usually < 30 m) coastal sites using a 6 m
open boatpoweredby a 45 hp outboard motor. Instrumentation includeda depth sounder
(z = m}, speedometer (v = kmlhr) , and clock (sec). Cod caught by all sampling
equipment were counted and measured for standard length (SL = rnm). Sampling
equipmentand its deploymentare described in Appendix3.1.
3.2.1 Comparison of standardized catches
Samplingwas done at severalcoastal sites in southern Trinity Bay. Newfoundlandfrom
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Iuly to December 1991 (fable 3.1) . Catches were compared only for equipment deployed
simultaneously(within2 hr) at the same site. Samplingequipmentincluded: two beach
seines (9 and 30.5 m) deployed from shore; a 14-m beach seine deployed from a boat;
4.9-m bottom trawl; 22.9-m gillnets; and visual observations by SCUBA divers along
three fixed transects (fable 3.1) . Sampling was conducted primarily during darkness
when catches were highest (Methven and Bajdik (994) . Only the 14-m beach seine and
gillnets were used in day time.
Catches from sampling equipment were standardized for durationof time (he), effective
fishing area of each sampler (m') ; and number of tows or nets deployed. Units of
standardized catch (number hr' m-') were therefore the same for both passive (gil1net)
and active (trawl, seines) samplers . The standardized catch (SC) for each sampler was
calculatedas:
where N was the number of cod caught, A was the unit of effective fishing area (nr)
through which fish pass to be caught, t was the duration (hr) each sampler was deployed ,
and n was the numberof units deployed at anyone time (e.g. number of gillnets).
Alternatively, n canrepresent the number of timesa gearwas deployed for a particular
comparison(e.g. two trawltows). For example. SC fora catch0£20 cod from two tows
of a bottom trawl (A =5.5 m' , Table 3.2) deployed for 10 minutes (0.17 hr) , would be
20 /5.5 m' x 0.17 hr x 2 = 10.67 cod m' hr'. In all cases A was the effective fishing
area of the sampler, not the horizontal area swept by the sampling equipment. Table 3.2
summarizesthe characteristics of each sampler.
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficientswerecalculated to determine if a linear
relation existed between each pair of samplers for catches of cod. Correlations and
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subsequent analyses of catch data were carried out within length groups (LG) that
approximated ageelasses. Length groups (estimated from Methven and Bajdik (1994) and
from length frequencies in this study) were: LGO~96 mm SL; LGI=97-l92 mm SL;
LG2~193-290 mm SL.
Differencesin catchesamongsamplers weretestedby ANOVA using the General Linear
Model procedure of SAS (SAS 1988) for each length group . ANOVA was performed on
non-transformed and on Iog,o(SC+ 1) transformed data. If residuals were not normal,
randomization tests (Manly 1991) were used to determineif significant differences in
catches occurred among samplers. Standardized catches were randomized 400 timesfor
each lengthgroup withsamplertype heldconstantforeachtest. A P value was calculated
by determining the proportion of randomizations with F ratios2.. the observed F ratio
for each length group.
3.2.2 Comparison or size selectivity
Data for the comparison of size selectivityamongsampling equipment were collected
primarily at seven sites in southern Trinity BayfromJuly to Decembereach year(Table
3.3) . Samplingequipmentincludeda 25-m beach seine, a fishing jigger, and the 4.9-m
bottom trawl (modified with rock hoppergear), inadditionto samplingequipmentlisted
previously. Comparisons of size selectivity werebasedon samplestakenat varioustimes
of the day or night. I recorded the methodof capture for all gill-netted cod as either
entangled around the mouth or around the gills and body as reportedby Hovgard (1987)
to determine if methodof capturewas influencedby fish length.
Size selectivitywas examinedfrom cumulativelength-frequency plots for each sampler
by the Kolmogorcv-Smirnov (K-S) test statisticd.u.ln this study, d....x was themaximum
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absolute difference in the relativecumulative length-frequency distributions of juvenile
cod between two samplers. Length data were partitioned into 4 mm length classes.
Length classes of 4 mm were chosen as a compromise that minimized the number of
empty cells containing zero cod and maximizedthe total number of cells UJX'D which
comparisons were based. Multiple comparisons by the K-S tests were done at the
adjusted 0 of 0 .01 criteria of significance as calculated by the Dunn-Sidak Method (Sokal
and Rohlf 1995) for five (i-v) sets of planned comparisons: (i) I vs. 5 and 7 ; (ii ) 2 vs.
2', 3, 5, 6, 6'; (iii) [gillnets only] 38.1 mm mesh vs. 25.4 and 50.8 mm meshes ; (iv)
mouthll.1 YS . gill3l .1; (v) mouth50.1 vs. gillso.ao Sampling equipment codes in (i) and(ii) are
listed in Table 3.1. Significance criteria were adjusted to 0=0.01 because multip le
comparisons lack independence. [f the outcome of a single comparisonwas significant,
the outcomes of subsequent comparisonsmight more likely be significantas well (Sokal
and Rohlf 1995). Probability values were calculated by solving equation l l on page 118
of Miller (1956) forthe adjusted a for a knownsamplesize andcritical value of~.
This equation was solved for a using only the first two tenns which, depending on
sample size , produced p values accurateto two or three decimalplaces. This method of
comparing length frequencies independent of site and year assumedcod were randomly
distributed with all length groups being equally available to all sampling equipment. The
small number of shallow «30 m) coastal sites sampled «9 sites for all samplers except
the rock-hoppertrawl, Table 3.3) and the relatively high number of tows done (mean
> 50 tows per sampler, Table 3.3) suggested that observed differences in catches among
samplers were not due to a few unrepresentative catches and that this method of
comparing length frequencies was appropriate.
3.2 .3 Spatial gradients and temporal changes in density of cod
I examined small-scalegradients in depth to determine if catches were independentof
sampling equipment. Spatial-depth gradients were calculated for the bottom trawl,
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SCUBA surveys, 25-m beach seine, and gillnets , all of which were deployed over a
relatively wide range of depths (2.5 10 30 m) . Spatial gradients were defined as the
difference in catch at two locations relative 10 the separation (Schneider 1994). The
spatial gradient .C (cod m'') was calculated as:
.c (;,;.1 - (;,;
Z;. 1 - Z;
where Cl'i was the meancatch at depthintervalzi and Ca.+! is the meancatch at the next
depth interval. For example, a mean catch (c.J of 10.5 fish at depth intcrvallO.I-12.5
m and a mean catch (C• • I ) of 22.5 fish at the next depth interval (12.6-15 .0 m) yields
a spatial depth grad ient of .C = (22.5-10 .5)/2.5 = 5 cod m" . Spatial gradients were
calculated at a resolution of 2.5 m, The vertical resolution (of 2.5 m) was chosen as a
compromise between the number of depth classes and interpretability of the depth
gradient pattern .
A further test of the relationbetween depth and catch was done usinggillnets at two
coastal sites that differed in offshore depth profiles . At site 4 near Bellevue (Table 3.1),
bottom depth decreased rapidly with distance offshore such that depth at 400 m offshore
averaged 37.3 m. This contrasts with Hant 's Harbour (48°0I 'N , 53°16'W) in northeast
Trinity Bay where the mean depth at 400 m offshore averaged 20.7 rn. Seven nets
formed a right angle pattern that ran parallel to the shoreline (nets 1-3) and then away
from the coast (nets 4-7). Three nets (1-3) , with 100 m between each net were set along
the shore. Four additional nets (4-7), with 100 m between each net, were set in an
offshoredirection. Net four, located atthejunctionof thelongshoreandcross-shorenets
was therefore common to bothseries of nets. Gillnetswere set latein theafternoon then
retrieved shortly after dawn the following day. Sampling was repeated four times (i.e.
four days) at each site with a total of 7 nets/day x 4 day s/site x 2 sites = 56 nets set.
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I also examined smaIl-scal e temporal changes in catches to detennine if day and night
differences in catches were independent of sampling equip ment. Site 4 was sampled eigh t
times on 23-24 August 1993 with gillnets. Three gillnets were deployed at the same site
for threehours thenwere retrievedand replaced with three new nets. Site 3 wassampled
on 13-15 October 1992. Two 5 minute towsby thebottom trawlwere done at threehour
intervals at thissite.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Comparison of standardized catches among sam pling equipment
The Shapiro-Wilks statistic and plots of residuals indicated that residuals were not
normally distributed when standatdized catc hes (transformed and non-tran sformed) were
examined for significant differences among sampling equipment by ANOV A. I therefore
used randomization tests (Manly 1991) to test for differences in catches among the
sampling equipment listed in Table 3.2 . Standardized catches differed significantly among
samplers for each length group (LGO: p =O.OOS; LGI : p< O.OOOI ; LG2 : p= O.OI5) .
Gillnet catches were orders of magnitude lower thanall other samplers(Table3.2).
I tested whether catches could be calibrated across gears by plotting catches of one
sampler against a second sampler withineach length group. Results for LG1 cod for all
paired compari sons (Fig . 3. 1) are typical for other length grou ps. The re was only one
significant correlation (out of a total of 22 comparisons): LG1 cod in gillnets were
significantly correlated with LGI cod in the 9-m beach seine (r =O .77I , p=O .0446,
0=1). The lackof correlation in most comparisons indicated that standardized catches
could not be calibrated across sampling equipment on an absolute scale .
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3.3.2 Comparison of size selectivity among sampling equipment
Gillnets and j iggers primarily collected individuals > ISO mm SL whereas trawls and
beach seines with 9 mm stretch mesh generally collected juvenile cod <200 mm SL
(Fig. 3.2) . Length-frequencydistributions from most seinesandtrawls contained one or
two size modes at ca . (1)-75and 120-140 mm SL (Fig. 3.2) . Consequently. many of the
multiple comparisons of cumulative length-frequency distributions among trawls and
beach seines (Fig. 3.3) were not significantly different at the adjusted a of 0.0 1. For
example, length-frequency distributionsof juvenile cod takenby the trawl and by the
same trawl modified with rock hopper gear did not differ significantly (<1...=0.2445.
n=42. p=O.OI I I). Length-frequency distrihutions among the trawl, 9-mand 140mbeach
seines. also did not differ significantly (<1...<0.2038. n>37. p>0.2000 . in all cases) .
In general, the trawl and beach seines caught a very similarsize range of juvenile cod
(35-200 mm SL) with either oneor two length modes beingpresent. Cumulative length-
frequency distribu tions from giIlnets and the fishing jigger always differed significantly
from all other gears and from each other (p <O.OOOI) because these gears generally
sampled much larger cod (Figs. 3.2. 3.3).
Three size modes (148-189. 190-269. 270-370 mm SL) of j uvenile cod were observed
in giIlnet catches (Fig . 3.4) . The three size modes did not directly correspond with the
selectivity of the three different mesh sizes (i.e . the 148-189 mm mode from the 25.4
mm mesh. 190-269 mm mode from the 38.1 mm mesh. and the 270-370 mm from the
50 .8 mm mesh) because the 25.4 mm meshwas ineffectiveat catchingcod (Fig. 3.4) and
accounted for only 1.1 % of the totaJ giIlnet catch, Size selectivity of gillnets may he
relatedto methodof capture(gill or mouth)in additionto mesh size. The two size modes
present in each of the 38.1 mm (148-189 and 205-280 mm SL) and 50.8 mm (190-249
and 250-370 mm SL) meshes corresponded to method of capture with cod being meshed
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around the body or gills , or alternatively, entangled near the mouth (Fig . 3.4) . Mouth-
caught cod were generally larger than gill-eaught cod within each of these mesh sizes
(Fig. 3.4) . There were no significant differencesbetween cumulativelength-frequency
distributions of cod taken by the 25.4 and 38.1 mm meshes (d"..=0.3584 , n=19 ,
p=0.01l9) or between the 38.1 and 50.8 mm meshes (d"..=0.2112, n=53, p=0.0153)
of gillnets at the adjusted a of 0.01 (Figs . 3.3, 3.4) . Differences were found between the
25.4 and 50.8 mm meshes (d"..=0.5728, n= 16, p <O .OOOI)and between gill-eaughtand
mouth-eaught cod taken by the 50.8 mm mesh (d"..=0.7635, n=29, p <O.OOOI). Gill-
and mouth-eaught cod from the 38.1 mm mesh did not differ significantly (d"..=0.4966,
n=9, p=0.0168) . Very few cod < 150 mm were collected by gillnets and jiggers even
though cod of this size were routinelycollectedby trawlsandbeach seines deployedin
the sameareaat the sametime. The threesize modesrepresented in the gillnetcatches
(148-189,190-269, and 27(1.370 mm SL) likely corresponded to the upper size limit of
LGl (148-189 mm SL), LG2 (19(1.269), and possibly LG3 cod (27(1.370 mm SL). Many
comparisons of length among sampling equipment were not significantly different at
a =0 .01, howeverseveralcomparisons (especiallyamongthedifferentmeshesof gillnets)
had p values between 0.01 and 0.02 suggesting thatsignificantdifferences may occur
with additional sampling ,
3.3.3 Spatial gradients and temporal changes in density of cod
Gradients in catcheswere examinedto detenninewhetherspatial patterns were specific
to individual samplers or. alternatively, if patterns were independent of sampling
equipment. Plots of catch at depth (0.1 m resolution) and of spatial-depth gradients (2.5
m resolution) showedthathighestcatchesoccurred at shallowdepthsof ca. 5 m forLGO,
LGl , and LG2 cod taken by bottom trawl, SCUBA, 25-m beach seine and gillnets (Fig.
3.5) . AlI samplers caught fewer cod at depths exceeding 27-30 m.
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A test of the relationship of catchto depthwas doneusinggillnetsat site 4 andat Hartt's
Harbour, two sites that differed in offshore depth profiles . Based on the depth-related
pattern of catches described above (Fig. 3.5) [ predicted that catch would decline with
increasing depthoffshore.This was thepattern observedat site 4 wheredepthdecreased
from 6.7-8 .3 m nearshore to 37 m at 400 m offshore (Fig. 3.6). At Hant 's Harbour, a
sitewith a moreunifonncross-shoredepthgradient(range 12.0-20.7 m, Fig. 3.6), cross-
shore catches of gillnettedcod were similar to longshorecatchesand consequentlydid
not show the decline that was evident with depth at site 4 (Fig. 3.6). Catches differed
significantlybetweenlongshoreandcross-shoregillnets at site 4 (ANOVA. F1,95 = 15.16,
p=O .OOO2) but not at Hartt's Harbour (ANOVA, F,.,,=O.83, p=O .3637) , again
indicating the importance of depth.
Temporalpatterns in catchesamong samplingequipment were comparedfor two 24-hr
collections by bottom trawl (11-14 m, site 3) and by gillnet (4-17 m, site 4). At the
temporal scale of day vs night a strong pattern was evident with 91.6% (trawl) and
73.8% (gillnet) of all juvenile cod caught at night (Figs . 3.7 , 3.8).
3.4 Discussion
Repeated deployment of severaldemersal samplers in differentcoastalhabitats indicated:
(i) catches could not be calibrated across samplers deployed simultaneously at the same
site; (ii) size modesof juvenile cod were independent of sampling gear, similaramong
trawls and beach seines but contrasted with the larger cod taken by gillnets and j iggers;
(ill) standardizedcatchesdifferedamongsamplers, with gillnetcatchesbeingmuchlower
thancatches forall othersamplers; and(iv) spatial-gradients anddiel-ehangesin catches
were comparable across samplers.
Substantial effort was devotedin this study to matching samplers by time and location
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to reduceerrorin calibration. Despite this, it proved impossible to calibratestandardized
catches across samplers. It was possible to identifya series of length modes thatwere
consistent across most samplers. Modes occurred at approximately 50-77, 120-140, and
ca. 200-300 mm SL. The smallest mode, best sampled by beach seines and trawls with
9 mm mesh, were age 0 cod that settled in autumn (Pinsent and Methven 1997). Cod
between 200-300 mm SL were best sampled by gillnets and were in the size range (22-27
em) of 2-yr-olds (Fleming 1960). The size mode between age 0 and age 2 cod (-120-
140 mm SL) likely represents age I cod that have overwintered but there appears to be
no confinnation of this for cod from Newfoundland based on ages detennined from
otoliths .
Patterns of relativechange in abundance with time of day and with depth could be
identified independent of samplingequipment. The differenttypes of sampler(passive,
active, andvisualobservations by divers)usedto collectjuvenilecod over a 24-hrperiod
at the same site in this and other studies (Keats 1990, Methven and Bajdik 1994, and
Gibson et al. 1996) all show higher catches at night indicating this pattern is independent
of gear and charac teristic of coastal populations of LGO and LG1 cod . This pattern is
interpreted to be due to an inshore movement at dusk or night and not due to a
substantial change in catehability. This interpretation is consistentwith Keats (1990) .
Methven and Bajdik (1994) , Gibson et al, (1996) who reported higher night-time catches
forbothactiveandpassive samplersin addition to visualobservations by SCUBA divers
and underwater video. Rapidinshore and offshore movements at dusk and dawn by a
variety of fishes (Helfman 1993) indicate collections taken at these times may not be
representative of typicalday-time densities.
Spatial-depth gradients were also similar among sampling equipment when averaged
across sampling sites. Highest catches occurred at shallow (4-7 m) depths close to the
coast. Thi s pattern is not unique to LGO and LG1 cod in Newfoundland waters. Catches
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of I}-groupcod off the English and Welsh coasts taken by a 2 m beam trawl were highest
at ca. 6 m depth (Riley and Parnell 1984). Highest catches of age 1 cod sampled by
gillnets off southwestern Greenland were taken at 3-10 m withlowest catches occurring
at depths < 3 m and > 20 m (Hansen and Lehmann 1986, Hovgard and Nygaard 1990).
Gibson et al. (1996) reported highest catches of juvenile cod in Scotlandat 5 m over the
range 0.5 to 5.0 m. Acoustic surveys in Finnmark,Norwayshowed that most juvenile
cod occurredat depthsshallower than3S m, with highestdensitiesoccurringclosest to
the coast where the vessel could not sample (Olsen and Soldal 1989). These studies
sampled a varietyof habitats and depths with differentequipment and showed that the
coastal distribution of Q-group cod occurred at shallow depths with larger juveniles
occurring at progressively deeper depths and distance from the coast (Hansen 1966,
Hislop 1984, Riley and Parnell 1984, Tremblay and Sinclair 1985, DaUeyand Anderson
1997). This positive relationbetweensize and depthis characteristic of manyspecies and
implies an movement towardsdeeperwaterwith increasing size (Macpherson and Duarte
1991). This was first described by Reincke (1913) for plaice (Pleuronectesplatessa) in
the North Sea andwas referred to as Heincke's Law (wlrnpenny 1953). Consequently
juveniles of many temperate demersal fish species occur in shallow, well lit water
relative to the adultstages in deeper water.
At the scale of hundred, of kilometres LGO and LGI cod were presently (mid-I990,)
confined to thecoastof Newfoundland duringautumn(Dalleyand Anderson1997). This
study extends this result to a finer scale of tens of metres. Withinthe coastal zone, LGO
cod reachedmaximum densitiesat depths of 4-7 m. This confirmsobservationsof Lear
and Green (1984) that nursery areas for LGOcod are located along the coast. The
prevailing southward flow of the LabradorCurrent will tend to carry eggs and larvae
toward the coast due to Coriolis forces, although this tendency is episodically reversed
at the surface by strong wind events from the southwest(fempleman 1966, Frank: and
Leggett 1982, Rose and Leggett 1988, SChneider and Methven 1988). A physical model
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of egg and Iarva1 dri ft (Helbig et al. (992) showed that eggs spawned offshore generally
remained offshore, but more recent models (Davidson and deYoung 1995, Pepin and
Helbig (997) showed that coastal transport was possible for particles seeded along the
shelf break: to the north of Newfoundland , but not to the east. These observations
togetherwith the current absenceof LGO cod away from the coast, a spawning failure
of the offshore components of the 2J, 3K , and 3L Newfoundland-Labrador cod stock
(Dalley and Anderson (997) , and well documented spawning along the northeast coas t
of Newfoundland (Thompson 1943, Hutchings et al . 1993, Laprise and Pepin 1995,
Smedbol and Wroblewski 1997) are consistent with a coastal origin for many of the
newly settled cod collected alo ng the coast in shallow (4-7 rn) water . In the past, coastal
areas may have served as nursery areas for both inshore and offshore spawning fish
(Lear and Green 1984). Concentration of newly settled demersal cod in the horizontal
dimensioncan be achieved either by (i) an active migration towards the coast, possibly
in response to light, depth, or salinity grad ients (Riley and Parnell 1984, Tremb lay and
Sinclair 1985, Angel (992) or, (ti) from wind induced coastalupwelling where demersal
juveniles can be moved toward the coast in bottom water drawn shoreward during
upwelling.
Because pelagic eggs andnewly hatched larvaedrift, spawninglocation cannotaccount
for the smaller-scale concentration of LGO cod at 4-7 m. I propose that shallowwaters
act as traps for vertically migrating pelagic cod that settle uponencounter with suitable
bottomhabitat, and thatthey undergo increasingly extensive verticalmigration asthey
increase in size before settling. Vertical migrationbeginsduring the pelagicstage, as
j uveniles ascend towards the surface during darkness and descend during daylight
(Koeller et al. 1986, Perry and Neilson (988) . On Georges Bank these die! vertical
nrigrations keptcod in contact with their major prey (Neonrysis americana, Ttsbe sp. and
Pagurus larvae ) at thermally stratified and non-stratified sites (perry and Neilson 1988).
As the length of individual cod increased, the verti cal extent of the pelagic nrigration
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increased (Perry and Neilson 1988) unlil individuals eventually encountered the bottom.
The relation between lengthof cod andthe extentof diel verticalmigration is reported
for another gadid, walleye pollock (1heragra chalcogramma, Bailey 1989) and for fish
in general (Neilson and Perry 1990) . Predictions based on the combined observations
fromthisandprevious studiesare: (i) size of individual cod at settlement will be less on
shallow banks and coastal areas than on deeper banks, (ti) shallow sites will have a
higher proportion of smaller cod than deeper sites, and (iii) recently settled cod will be
more aggregated than their pelagic counterparts because shallow banks (and especially
coastal areas) act as trapsthatconcentratesettled cod.
Intimate, or evolutionary factors favouring settlementof juvenile cod in coastalhabitats
include reducing predation and maintaining contact with a familiar and relatively
abundant pelagic food supply. Both factors increase survivaL Predation is reduced
because larger (predatory) fishes tend to occupy deeper water (Helfman 1978,
Macpherson and Duarte 1991). Coastal sites also provide abundant fleshy macroalgae,
a preferred habitat that in addition to cobble, provides juvenile cod with cover from
predation (Keats et al. 1987, Gotceitas et al , 1995) . Settlement in shallow water also
helpsmaintain contact withpelagic foodin the surfacelayeruntilcod reach60-100 mm,
the size at which theymakethe transition to predominately benthicprey (Lomond et aI.
in press).
Preferential settlementin shallow water can explain the coastal distribution of recently
settled cod in Newfoundland but, by itself, cannot explain the distribution of newly
settledcod off NovaScotia, New England, and in the Gulf of St. LawrencewhereLGO
and LG1 cod were eithernot collected in shallow wateror attained maximumdensities
at depths greater than the 4-7 m observed in this study (Target! and McCleave 1974,
McCleave and Fried 1975, Macdonald et al. 1984, Home and Campana 1989, Lough et
al. 1989, Black and Miller 1991, Hanson 1996, but see Tupper and Boutilier 1995a,
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1995b). Wanner surface water may bean important variable that restricts 0- and l-group
cod to deeper water south of Newfoundland. A second possibility relates to spawning
locations south of Newfoundland. If spawning occurs primarily offshore and if passive
eggs and larvae are not advected towards the coast then extensivesettlement may not
occur at the coast. Forexample, similarityin the patternsof egg andlarvaldistributions
offshore on the Scotian Shelf at anyone time, as well as the persistence of the larval
distributions over certain offshore banks led O'Boyie et al. (1984) to suggest that eggs
and larvae were retained by gyral circulation associated with offshore banks and that the
spawning and nursery grounds are often located within the same geographieal area
offshore (Gagn6 and O'Boyie 1984).
At present (early to mid-l990s), the coastal zone nursery area for lOO cod is the only
confirmed sourceof recruits inNewfoundland. My study. inconjunctionwith Dalley and
Anderson (1997) establishes that shallow coastal depths represent the centre , and not the
edge, of thedistribution of LGO cod. These results indicatethata coastalsurvey (e.g.
Schneider et al. 1997, Ings et al. 1997), together with an inshore-offshore survey (Dalley
andAnderson 1997) indeeperwateraresufficient to trackannual changes in distribution
andabundanceof juvenilecod off eastern Newfoundland duringthethreeyears priorto
recruitment to the fishery. Each surveyhas disadvantages. Coastal surveys with large
seines do not sample large (>200 mm) juvenile cod well, likely because of gear
avoidance . Coastal surveys (e.g. Tveite 1984, Ings et al. 1997) are also restricted to
relatively smoothbottom habitats near the coast. Consequentlythey may not be a good
indicator of cod abundance in deeper water. Offshoredemersal surveysoften use large
ships(e.g. Dalley and Anderson 1997)thatcannotsample theimmediate nearshorezone
at 4-7 m wheredensitywas highest. In addition, offshore surveys generallydo not catch
as many LGO cod compared with lOl cod, due possibly , to not sampling depths <60
m. Neithersurvey,by itselfcanprovidean accurate representation of theabundanceand
distribution of juvenilecod. Both a coastal surveyand an offshore survey are required
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to track relative cohort strength of demersal cod during the first three years of life.
Table 3. 1 Description of sampling sites and location of sampling gear deployment. Gears are: 1 -
gillnets; 2 - trawl; 3 - 9-m seine; 4 - SCUBA; S - 30.5-m seine; 6 • 14·m seine. (# refers to site
number usedthroughout the text).
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(#) sue Coordinates Exposure' Equipment Depth (m) Substratum'
(1) Bellevue 47°38'N , S3°43'W sheltered 1,2,3,4,S 1.5-4.0 pebble, cobble
sand indeeper water
(3) Beach 47°38'N , S3°46'W intermediate 1,2,4 7-12 pebble, broken shells
(4) Trap 47°39' N, S3°43'W exposed 1,2,4 5-30 boulder, bedrock,
sand at deeper depths
(S) Master's 47°43'N , S3°S0'W intermediate 1,6 6-10 coarse sand to cobble
Head
(6) Bald Pt. 47°S0'N , S3°S2'W intermediate 1,6 6-2S pebble, cobble,
Beach boulders in deeperwater
(7) Little 47"SO' N, S3°S3'W sheltered 1,6 3-8 pebbles, mud
Mosquito Cv.
(8) Deep 47"39' N, S3°46'W exposed 1,2 18-3S sand
I Follows cntena m Steele (1983)
, Follows Wentworth Scale (Lincoln et aI. 1982)
Table 3 .2 Parameters for sampling equipment. A was the effective
fishing area of a gear (m') . t was the total time (hr) sampling equip ment
wasdeployed. t was constant for beachseinesand variable
for other gears. n was the number of nets (i.e, gillnets) deployed,
or alternatively the number of tows (i.e . trawls or beach seines)
for each comparison. Mean standardized catches (SC = fish m-' hr")




Sampler A LGO W I LG2
30.5-m seine 73.2 0.08 I 0.78 3.90 0.32
9.o-m seine 8.2 0.05 2 4.15 4.15 0.17
14-m seine 21.0 0.06 3 6.34 3.43 0.10
gi1lnets 54.9 =15.00 3 0.00001 0.00082 0.001
SCUBA 9.0 =0.36 I 3.31 2.82 0.06
4.9-m trawl 5.5 =0.17 2 4.93 4.40 0. 14
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Table 3.3 Sampling effort in study of size selectivity among sampling equipment. Sites
34 and 58 were located in Trinity (48°23N, 53°22'W) and Notre Dame (49°3 1'N, 54°48
W) Bays respectivel y. rhg - rock-hopper gear . mise - 24 sites in Trinity and Conception
Bays.
Sampling Month Sites Number of No. fish
equipment times sampling measured
equipment
deployed
30.5 -m seine Sop-Nov 1991 -1- - ---5 ----m
9.Q-.m seine Iul-Dec 1991 59 945
1982, 1989,
1992, 1993
14-m seine Oct-Nov 1991 5,6,7 387
gilInets Aug-Dec 1991 1,3,4,5,6,7,8 165 3143
Iul-Dec 1993 3
4.9-m trawl Aug-Dec 1991 1,3,4,8 64 1593
4.9-m trawl Aug-Dec 1992 3, misc. 43 353
(rhg) Aug-Dec 1993
jigger Oct 1991 135
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Figure 3.1 Standardized catches (SC = number m-l hr-l ; on the y and x
axis) of LGl cod fromdifferentsampling equipment thatwas
deployedwithintwo hoursat the same site foreach paired comparison.
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Figure 3.2 Length-frequency distributions ofj uveni le cod (4 mmlengthintervals)
collected at severalsites alongthe northeastcoastofNewfoundland. Sampling
equipment is describedinthetext. (rhg)= rock-hoppergear.
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Figure 3.3 Length-frequency data nn cod (4 rom length groupings ) illustrated as
as cumulative frequency (in percent). Lower panels show cumulative numberof
end caught by 25.4, 38.1, and 50.8 rom meshes in gillnets in 1993 for each methnd
of capture (gill. mouth). Gearsare: I - all gillnet collections, 1· - all gillnet
collections from 1993, 2 - bottom trawl, 2* - trawl withrock-hopper gear,3 - 9 m
beach seine,S - 30.5 m beach seine, 6 - 14 m beach seine, 6"- 2S m beach seine.
7 - jigger.
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Figure 3.4 Length-frequency distributions of juvenile cod (4 mm intervals) collected by gillnets (upper panels) in
1991-1993, with corresponding breakdown by stretch mesh size (25.4, 38,1, 50.8 mm). Lower panels show length-
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Figure 3.5 Number of cod in relationto depth(0.1 m resolution) and depth
gradients(2.5 m resolution). Depthgradients aredefined in the text.
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Figu r e 3.6 Number of cod collected by individual gillnets set ca. 100 m apart in a line
along the shore (locations 1-4) and in a line in an offshore directi on (locations 4-7) at two
sites (upper and lower panels) with different offshore depth profiles. Mean depth (Z in
metres) of four gillne ts is indicated immediately above each panel over the longshore and
cross-shore location to which it refers. Seven gillnets, one at each location were set
overnight on eac h of four occasio ns (i.e. four lines of data) for eac h site in Augus t 1992.
The seven gillnets set at anyone time for each site fonne d an "L" shaped pattern with the
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Figure 3.7 Diel variation in meancatches of juvenile cod (primarily LG2-3) taken
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Figure 3.8 Diet variation in meancatchesof juvenile cod takenby a 4.8 m
bottom traw l at site 3 on the 13 Octobe r (1300-2400 h) and 15 October (0100-
1200 h) of October. H ~ high tide, L = low tide . Diagonal lines indicate hours
of darkness.
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Appendix 3.1 Description or sampling equipment
9-m seine : The 9 by 1.5 m deep beach seine with 9 mm stretch mesh and central
collection bag was equipped with small floats (55 em spacing) located on the headrope
and small lead weights attached to the footrope (25 em spacing). Two wooden poles,
each about 2 m long, were tied to the headrope and footrope at each end of the seine .
The seine was pulled through the water parallel to the shore (maximum depth 1.2 m) by
two people wearing chest waders. That portion of the seine attached to the wooden poles
by the footrope was always in contact with the bottom to minimize escapement. The
seine fished throughout the water column from the surface to the bottom.
14-m seine: The 14-m beach seine was constructed of 15 rnm stretch mesh with a codend
liner of9 mm stretch mesh. This seine sinks to the bottom , and sampled from the bottom
to ca. 1.5-2.0 m above the bottom . It did not sample from the surface to the bottom as
the 9 and 30.5-m seines did. The 14-m seine was deployed by boat to a distance of 55
m offshore and was hauled towards shore by towing lines. Retrieval of the 14- and 2S-m
beach seines is described by Lear et al. (1980).
25-m seine: The 25-m bottom seine was hauled by two people towards the shore after
being deployed from a small boat. This seine had a headrope length of 24.4 m and a
footrope of 26.2 m. The wings, belly, and codend were constructed of knotless nylon
netting , 19 mm stretch mesh in the wings and belly and 12.7 mm stretch mesh in the
codend . The codend was lined with a knotless nylon netting of 9 mm stretch mesh. The
Dan Leno Sticks at the end of each wing of the seine where the two hauling ropes are
attached were 75 em long and 25 mm in diameter and made of aluminum. Dan Leno
Sticks kept the wings of the net open when Uteseine was being hauled towards the shore
as described by Lear et al. (1980) . Six small (1.6 by 12.7 em) football shaped floats
were equally spaced on the headrope . The footrope was attached to 6.4 mm diameter lead
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line thatkept the footrope on the bottom. Further description of this seine and method
of deployment are given in Lear et al . (1980) and Schneider et al. (1997) .
30.S-m seine: The 30.5 by 2.4 m deep beach seine had a 2.4 m' collection bag and was
constructedentirely of 9 mmstretch mesh. Onepersonremained on shore holdinga pole
attached to the end of the seine while the other end was taken offshore by a person
wearingchestwaders. This seinewas fished in one arc-like sweep suchthat thearea of
ca. 1/4 of a circle was sampled.
Bottomtrawl: The trawlwas a 4.9-01semi-balloon bottomtrawlwith a 5.2-01headrope
and a 6.4-m footrope. The footrope was fitted with eight 7.6 by 12.7 em rollers spaced
evenly with 69 em centres between which hung one loop of galvanized chain. The mesh
in the wings , top, belly . and codend was 32-38 mm stretch with a 9 mm stretch mesh
liner in the codend. Thread size was No. 12 in the body and No . 18 in the codend.
Chaffing gear of 63.5 mm stretch meshwas attached to the underside of the net and
codend. Trawldoorswere madeof wood with metalrunners and measured 76 em long
by 38 em deep. Each door weighedca. 7 kg. The amountof towingwarpwas 3-4 times
the water depth. Tows were usually limited to 5-10 minutes each at a speed of 2 .5-3 .0
kIn hr'. The footgear of the trawl was modified to include rock-hopper gear (Gunderson
1993) in 1992 and 1993. This consisled of groups of four 7.5 em diameter rubber discs
that were evenly spaced every 10.2 em by metal spacers. The net was attached to a 4
mm diameter wire (that ran through the discs to prevent them from rolling) by 3 links
of chain. Each link: of chain was 25 rom long, ensuring that the space between the rock-
hopper gearandthe net was minimized.
SCUBA: SCUBA divers swam after dusk along rope transects that were anchored to the
bottom. Transects started in shallow water close to shore and extended offshore for 61
m (site I), 118 m (site 3) and 113 m (site 4). The start and finish depths were 1.7-4.4
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m (site I), 6.9-10.0 m (site 3) and 4.5-14.5 m (site 4). All cod observed within 3 m of
either side of the transect and within ca. 1.5 m of the bottom were counted. Visibility
at night depended on the dive site but usually exceeded 4 m with an underwater light.
Divers recorded all information on plastic slates. Five underwater transects were done
by divers who recorded cod on underwater video (HIS mm Camcorder, Sony Model
VIOl enclosed in an Amphibico housing with two SOwatt lights). Juvenile cod did not
appear 10 be either attracted to nr repulsed by divers (see Keats el al. 1987, Keats 1990)
or underwater lights .
Gillnets: Gillnets were 22.9 by 2.4 m deep and contained three 7.6 m panels, each of
different size mesh (25.4, 38.1, and 50.8 mm stretch mesh). The floatline was made of
foamcore, a flexible styrofoam core running through the centre ofa 9.S mm nylon rope.
The footline was 6.4 mm diameter lead line that was attached to building bricks, as
weights, at each end of the net. Meshes were made of #69 monofilament line (0.28 mm
thick). Gillnets were set perpendicular to the coast in a line from shallow to deep water
(sites 3 and 4) or along the shore (sites I, 6, 7) so as not to interfere with boat traffic .
Nets were usually set shortly before dusk and were retrieved by 0800-1000 the next day.
Soak time was ca . 15 hr.
Jigger: The fishing jigger is known locally as a Norwegian style jigger and is
manufactured by Salvkrcken. [t was silver in colour . 21 cm long, weighs 498 g and had
a single treble hook with red plastic around the shaft. One jigger was attached to each
fishing line that was lowered to within 2-3 m of the bottom. The line was quickly hauled
and released such that the jigger would rise 1-2 m and return to 2-3 m off the bottom.
Chapter IV
A multiscale analysis of spatial variation
4.1 Introduction
Random or uniform distributions of animals are rare in nature. Animals occur more
commonly in patches or aggregations where resources are adequate and where density-
dependent processes of food gathering, predator avoidance, and reproduction are
enhanced . Aggregation has usually been quantified at single spatial or temporal scales
despite an increased awareness that measurement is dependent on scale (Smith 1978,
Wiens 1989). The spatial scale of aggregation is influenced by various biological
processes such as shoaling , schooling, the aggregative response by predators to
concentrations of prey, and habitat (Schneider et al. 1987, Jones et al. 1990, Piatt 1990,
Horne and Schneider 1997). Convergence of predators in areas of high prey density, for
example, will increase the spatial variation of the predators disttibution at the scale of
a prey aggregation (Home and Schneider 1997). The association of predator with prey
therefore depends on the scale of aggregation, suggesting that predator-prey interactions
should be examined at multiple scales instead of a single characteristic scale .
MultiscaIe analyses , or analyses with respect to multiples of a unit of measurement, have
become increasingly common , though they are not new to ecology. Early examples
include Greig-Smith 's (1952) plotting of mean-square against increasing block or quadrat
size; spectral analyses of continuous spatial and temporal data covering 2-3 orders of
magnitude (platt and Denman 1975); computing ratios of variance to mean at larger
block sizes (Schneider and Piatt 1986, Piatt 1990), and hierarchical ANOVA (Jones et
al. 1990, Downes et al. 1993). Analyses typically involve plotting a measure of spatial
or temporal variation through a range of resolution scales. The goal is to describe spatial
patterns of abundance or variation across multiple scales , identify the scale where
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variation is concentrated, and identify processes at the scale of maximum variation to
which populationsmay be responding.
This approach is widely used in physical oceanography and in oceanographicstudiesof
plankton, but it has beenappliedonly recently to larger, more mobile nektonicorganisms
(Weber et al, 1986, Schneider 1992). Weber et al . (1986) found that water temperature
and fluorescence share similar power spectra over therangeof 4-20 km, suggesting that
variation in the biomass of phytoplanlcton is largely detennined by the same physical
processes that structure temperature. Spectral an.alyses applied to continuous acoustic
transects of large-mobileAtlanticcodGadus morlwa showed thatvariationin abundance
was highest at large-spatial scales (lOs of km), decreased slightly at small-spatial scales,
and surprisingly did not peak at the same scale as eapelin (Mallorus viI/OSus) , an
important prey species (Home and Scbneider 1994, 1997) .
Small juvenile cod are less mobile than larger cod (Danielssen and Gjaseter 1994,
Smedstadet at. 1994, Hanson 1996). they perceive habitat at much smaller scales, and
appearto be closely associatedwith small-scale habitat features that include ma.croalgae
(Keats et al, 1987), eelgrass (Zostera marina; Goteeitas et al. 1997) suitable substratum
(Lougb et al, 1989), and structural complexity of habitats (Gotceitas and Brown 1993,
Gregory and Anderson 1997). Furthenn ore , demersal age 0 cod apparently do not school
when suitable habitat is available, and can establish home ranges (1-100 m~ and
territories that increase with body size (Tupper and Boutilier 1995b). This leads to the
expectation thathabitat selection by juvenile cod is fine-grained in coastal habitats, i.e .
related to small-scale featuresof the environment.
[ investigated thepossibility thatvariation in population densityof juvenilecod was fine-
grained, i.e. highest at small-spatial scales, using hierarchical analyses of variance
covering three spatial scales. Small-scale variation was predicted to be highest for age
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ocod and lower for older individuals. A second goal was to examinebiotic and abiotic
factors at the scaleof maximum variation to determine if abundance of juvenilecod was
related to temperature , salinity, and the presence of larger conspecific fish.
4.2 Methods
Juvenile cod were sampled by beach seine in September..Qclober, 1959-1964 by Alistair
Aeming, Tom Collier and others from the Fisheries ResearchBoard of canada (Lear et
aI. 1980). Sampling started in St. Mary's Bay on the south coast of Newfoundland and
ended in western Notre Dame Bay on the northeast coast (Fig. 4.1) . All sites were
sampled at approximately the same lime each year (September to October), but the
number of sampling sites varied (1960, n=17; 1961, n=3O; 1962, n=4O ; 1963, n~41 ;
1964, n=32) due to weather and sea conditions. Approximatelyone hour wasrequired
to complete the firsttwo tows at each site. The samplinggear. a 25·m beach seine (Lear
et aI. 1980, Chapter lII) , wasdeployed by boat , usually to a standardized distance of 55
m offshore. Sampling was usuallydone at depths < 10 m and wasnot confined to any
particular time of day or tidal level. The initial year of the survey (1959) was not
included in this study because only six sites with two consecutive tows per site were
sampled . The survey was repeated in 1992-1996 when the same set of sites (n=46, 1992;
n=43, 1993; n=4O , 1994; n=36, 1995; n=45, 1996) was resampled at the same time
of year(September-October). also witha 25-m beachseine. Briefdescriptions of thesites
are included in Appendix 4.1.
All cod were separated from bycateh and were measuredshortlyafter being caught. In
the 19605it wasdifficult to distinguishjuvenile Gadusmorhua fromG. ogac (Greenland
cod), a sibling species thatis syntopicalong muchof the Newfoundland coast. Specimens
of G. ogac, identified in samples from the 1960s were not measured and it is therefore
difficult to detennine the size range over which mis-identification may have occurred.
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This identification problem still exists for surveysin the 19905though to a lesserextent,
and was generallyconfined to the smallestsize classes (ca. <SO mm). Consequently it
is likely that some small cod were mis-identified. To estimate the rate of mis-
identification [ used starch-gel electrophoresis as described in Chapter II and by Renaud
et al . ([986) to reidentify 65 cod (3(}-[66 mm SL) collected at site 46 (Indian Bay in
Bonavista Bay) when il was sampled in 1996. At this site, six of the 65 cod identified
by eye in the field were judged to be Atlantic cod (G. morhual. The remaining 59 were
identified in the field as Greenland cod (G. ogael. Electrophores is identified only four
specimens as G. morhua. These four fish were also identified as G. mornua by eye
beforeelectrophoresis was done. Electrophoresis identified theremaining 61 fish as G.
ogac. Therefore, twospecimens initially identified inthefieldby eye as G. morhuawere
actua1ly G. ogae. This is an error rate of 2/65 =3.0%.
Standard length (SL) was used to divide the catch into three length groups (LGs) defined
by modes in the catch of [9 ,365 juvenile cod from several types of fishing equipment
deployed previously in shallow water along the coast of Newfoundland (Chapter III). Age
groups, estimated from length modes were: LOO, ~96 mm SL; LGl, 97-192 mm SL;
LG2 , [93-290 mm SL.
The spatial arrangement of the sampling sites along ca. [500 krn of the Newfoundland
coast, the distance between sites, and the beach seine being restricted to a relatively
narrow habital type limited analyses 10 three discrete spatial scales: (i) coastal section,
which roughly divided the survey into halves; sites south of Cape Freels (49°14'N,
53 °28 'W) and sites to the west of Cape Freels , (ti) bays, SI. Mary's and Trepassey Bays
(combined as one), Conception Bay, Trinity Bay, Bonavista Bay, New World Island and
Gander Bay (combined), Notre Dame Bay, and (iii) individual sites (Fig. 4.1) . Spatial
variation was quantified using hierarchical analyses of variance (ANOVA). Separate
analyseswere doneforeachyearof surveyandeachlength group of cod. Variation was
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directly partitioned from sums of squares (55). Sums of squares call be thought of as a
measureof contrast among the different sources of variation (in this case, three spatial
scales). High sums of squares indicate high contrasts. A second measure of spatial
variation, also determined from hierarchical ANDVA is the calculation of variance
components (VC; Underwood 1981, Sokal and Rohlf 1995). Variance components, like
sequential sums of squares in a purely hierarchical ANOVA are additive and can be
expressed as a percentage of the total variation. Despite the calculation of negative
variance components, this method remains an important techniquefor partitioningof
spatial variance (cf, Jones et aI. 1990, Downes et aI. 1993). Negative variance
components indicatea relatively low variance(Snedecor andCochran 1967). The General
Linear Model (GLM) procedure of SAS version 6.09 (SAS 1988) was used for all
analyses.
An additional objective was to determine factors that influence small-scale spatial
variation in catchesofjuvenilecod. Abiotic (temperature andsalinity) andbiotic (density
of conspecificfish) factors were examined to determine if thesemightexplain the local
distribution of juvenile cod. The relationof abiotic factors to catchesof LGO,LGI, and
LG2 cod was quantified usingone way ANOVA with type I sequentialsums of squares.
The order that the class variables (year of survey. temperature or salinity, site) were
entered in the analyses is important if, as is likely, the variablesare inter correlated.
Samplingsite was entered last to determine if site still accounted for a high proportion
of the remaining variation once the variationdue to yearand habitat variables had been
removed. Separate analyses were preformed for each habitat variable (temperature,
salinity) and length group (LGO, LG1, LG2). Temperature and salinity were measured
at the maximum depth sampledby the 25-m seine. Salinitywas not measured in 1960-
1964. Habitatdata were rounded to the nearest full degree of temperature or part per
thousand of salinity for the analyses. The catch of cod was plotted against each habitat
variableto determine ifa pattern in catches was evident. Theeffects of conspecific fish
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on the catch was investigated by plotting the mean catch (n=2 tows/site) of LGO cod
against the mean catch of LG1 rod for each site over all years of survey. This was
repeated for LGO vs. LG2 cod and LG 1 vs. LG2 cod.
4.3 Results
Spatial variation, quantified as sums of squares and as variance components from
hierarchical ANDVAs, was highest at the smallest scale examined, sites within bays
(Figs . 4.2 , 4.3) . This pattern of high variation in catches at the smallest spatial scale was
independent of length (group) of cod and measure of variation (Figs . 4.2, 4.3). Variation
in catches of juvenile cod was usually lowest at the largest spatial scale (coastal section).
However. forsome lengthgroupsof rod in someyearsvariation wasoccasionallylowest
at site or bay scales (Fig . 4.3) . The overall pattern was one of high variation in
population density at smallspatialscales with littleadditional variation occurring at larger
scales (fable 4.1) . Both measures of spatial variation (SS, VC) indicate that LGOcod are
relatively more aggregated than either LG 1 or LG2 cod at the local scale (fable 4.1) .
Hierarchical ANOVAs for each year and age class are summarized in Appendix4.2.
There wasno consistent pattern in catches of LGO juvenilecod at the scale of individual
sites each year. Neig hbouring sites often had very different catches despite their
proxi mity (often within hundred s of metres) (Figs. 4.4 to 4.9) and few sites had
consistentlyhighor consistently low catches of juvenilecod each year. Exceptions were
limited to just a few sites. Si te 34 for example, was the only site with relatively high
catches of LGO cod in mostyears. Sites withlow catches ofLGOcodeach yearincluded
29, 35, 72, and 79 (Figs . 4.4 , 4.5). These sites represent a relatively small proportion
of the total number of sites that were sampled (ca. 40) . Similarly, sites 2, 35, and 70
were consistently poor sites for LGi cod. Sites 2, 10, 20, 34, 45, 46, 52 , 53, and 71
were consistently poor sites for LG2 cod . No sites hadconsistentlyhigh catchesof LGI
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and LG2 cod each year (Figs . 4.6 to 4.9).
Temperature and salinity accountedfora smallproportion of the totalvariation in catches
of juve nile cod at the scale of sites. Year and site accounted for most of the explained
variation with spatial variation at the scale of sites exceeding temporal variation at the
scale of years (Table 4.2) . After the effects of year had been removed , tempera ture
accounted for 4.0-4.6% of the total varia tion in catches of LGO, LGI , and LG2 cod
(Table 4.2) . Highest catches occurred at 6.0-11.9°C (LGO), 4.0-13.9 ' C (LGl) and 4.0-
5.9 'C (LG2) (Table 4.3) hut numerous tows at these same temperatu res also resulted in
no catch (Fig. 4. 10). Salinity accounted for 0.8-1.1 % of the total varia tion in catches of
LGO and LGI cod and 7.9 % for LG2 cod (Table 4.2). Highest catches of larger cod
were found at progressively greate r salinities (LGO, 28.G-31.9 ppt; LGl , 30.G-32.9 ppt;
LG2, 32.G-33.9 %; Fig. 4.10, Table 4.3). However, as with temperature, there were
numerous catches of no codthroughout the rangeof salinitiesexamined . Most variation
in catches of juvenile cod was due to year of sampling (Table 4.2: 3. 1-28.5 %) and
sampling site (Table 4.2: 11.3-41.1 %). Site still accounted for a high proportion of the
total variation despite it being the last variable entered into the model.
The small-scale local density of LGOcod was independent of density of larger LG I cod ,
as indicated by overlapping 95% confidence limits (Fig. 4.11). Local densities of LGI
and LG2 cod were positively related, but again had high and overlapping confidence
limits. LGO and LG2 cod were negatively related, indicating that few LGO cod were
caught when densities of LG2 cod were greate r than 5 cod per haul of the seine.
The high variation and lack of pattern in density at the local scale contrasts with the bay
scale where variatio n in density was much lower (Table 4. 1, Figs . 4.2, 4.3) and where
a repeatable pattern was observed in nine of ten years. The observed pattern was a
consistently high catch of LGO cod occurring in Tri nity or Bonavista Bays (Figs. 4.4 ,
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4.5) with 66.7% of all LGOcod being collected in these two adjacent bays (Fig. 4.1) on
the northeast coast. The overall pattern of LGOdensity at the bay scale was one of low
catches in the South and Conception Bay, high catches in Trinity or Bonavista Bays and
low catches once again in New World Island and Notre Dame Bay (Figs. 4.4, 4.5) . The
only exception to this general pattern occurred in 1964 when highest catches of LGOcod
occurred in Notre Dame Bay. The high mean catches in Notre Dame Bay were due to
one exceptionally large catch of LGOcod at site 82 in 1964 (Fig. 4.4) . The presence of
a consistent pattern at the bay scale for LGO cod contrasted with LGi and LG2 cod,
which showed no consistent pattern from year to year at the bay scale (Figs. 4.6 to 4.9).
4.4 Discussion
Multiscale analyses of cod density indicated that variation in density of juvenile cod was
highest at the scale of individual sites (ca. 880 m'), and that little additional variation was
evident at larger scales of bays (lOs to 100s of km) and coastal sections exceeding 700
km. This pattern of decreasing variation with increasing spatial scale was independent
of age class (length group), measure of spatial variation, and decade (e.g. 1960-1964
compared with 1992-1996). Water temperature, salinity, and the presence of larger
conspecific fish did not explain the local distribution of juvenile cod at depths < 10 m,
the depth range at which most sampling occurred in this study.
High variation in density of juvenile cod at the local scale indicates a clumped or
aggregated distribution. In pelagic habitats the aggregation of fish eggs, larvae, and
pelagic juveniles increases with age. Aggregation, or patchiness (quantified using Lloyds
index of mean crowding; Lloyd 1967) of several fish species (C/upea harengus pallasi,
Engraulis mordax, Trachurus symmetricus, Scomber japonicus) in pelagic habitats
typically exhibits a "U" or "J" shaped pattern when plotted against increasing length or
age (Hewitt 1981, McGurk 1987). Patchiness of recently spawned eggs is initially high
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because adults aggregate to spawn. Patchiness of passive eggs and recently hatched larvae
decreases due to dispersal processes. but later increases when locomotory skills of
individual fish develop with increasing size (Matsuura and Hewitt 1995). Hence juveniles
of several fish species are already highly aggregated in pelagic habitats prior to
settlemen t, Acoustic surveys (Olsen and Selda! 1989) and net hauls through the water
column (Perry and Neilso n 1988, Neilson and Perry 1990) indicate that this observation
is also applicableto pelagic juvenile cod thataggregate in mid water and nearthebottom
prior to settlement. Upon settlement to demersal habitats, this high aggregation is
maintained andmay even increasefor recentlysettledcod. Settlementhas beenobserved
to lead to a reduction in area occupied by settling cod on Georges Bank. Pelagic j uveniles
were widely spread over the hank in late spring but by late July the now demersal
juveniles were only abundant on a pebble-gravel substratum in the northeast portio n of
Georges Bank (Lougb et aI. 1989).
Local variation in density of settledcod decreased in this studywith increasing size or
age as cod vacatedthe coastal zone and moved into deeper wateras age 1 and 2 fish.
Older juveniles then occupied a larger area and were less restricted to the coastal
shallows, a pattern observed for demersal cod. in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence
(Swain 1993, Hanson 1996) , North Sea (Heessea 199 1) and off northeast Newfoundland
(Dalley and Anderson 1997) . Consequently the early demersal stage appears to be the
life-historystagewith themost localizedspatialdistribution. Thislarge-scaledistribution,
with the youngest demersal stages being concentrated in a small proportion of the
geographicrangecomparedwith olderjuveniles and adults, also applies to other gadids
includingage 0 haddock, Melmrogranunus aeglefinus, near Sable Island on the Scotian
Shelf (Scott 1982, 1984), age 0 demersal pollock, Pol lack /us virens, in the coastal zone
of the Bay of Fundy (Steele 1963, Rangeley and Kramer 1995), juvenile white hake
(Urophyci.J tenuis) in the coastal zone of Atlantic canada and New England (Marlde et
aI. 1982, Fahay and Able 1989), and age 0 red hake (U. chuss) that live inside live
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scallops Piacopeaen magel/anicur (Steiner et aI. 1982, Marlde et al, 1982). These
observations suggest that large-scale variation (hundreds of kilometres) in population
density is highest for the youngest age classes and decreases for older fish which occupy
a greater proportion of the population range (Swain 1993, Hanson 1996, Sinclair et aI.
1996).
Smaller-scale variation(scale of an individualtow. i.e . 880 m2 for the25-m beachseine)
in population density also appears to decrease with larger and older demersal cod. This
was observed for LGO and LGI cod in this study (Table 4.1), - the two age classes that
were best sampledby the 25-m beach seine. It was also observed for largerjuvenile and
adult cod when local variationin populationdensity was expressedas the coefficient of
variation (CV) for cod bottom trawled in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence (Sinclair et
aI. 1996, Tab le 12, p. 37; Appendix 4 .3 this study). In general , for those age classes and
habitats well sampled by the bottom trawl during summer in the southernGulf of St.
Lawrence (i.e. where the sample means are > 1 codItow) . the CV decreases with
increasing age, indicating less variation in cod abundance among sampling sites with
increasingage (and a relatively more even distribution) . However. measuresof spatial
variation (such as the ratio of variance to mean) are known to be positivelycorrelated
with the mean (Leps 1993) which makes comparisons among age groups withdifferent
meansdifficult. One solutionis to comparevariation amongpopulations thathavesimilar
means. Whenthisapproach was used to examine annual survey dataof juvenileandadult
cod from the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence (Sinclair et aI. 1996; Appendix 4.3 this
study), localvariationstill decreasedwithincreasing agewhensimilarage-specific means
were comparedwithinthe same year of survey supporting an hypothesis of decreasing
age specific aggregationfor cod.
Habitat selection is an important process that can influence variation in density of
juvenile cod at small spatial scales. For example , demersal LGOcod select shallow « 10
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m) protected sites with suitable substratum and some fonn of cover (macroalgae,
eelgrass, cobble; God<Jand SunnanA 1984, Riley and Parnell 1984, Tveite 1984, Keats
et aI. 1987, Home and Campana 1989, Gcde et aI. 1989, Lough et aI. 1989, Goteeitas
and Brown 1993, Tupper and Boutilier 1995a, Grego ry and Anderso n 1997, Goteeitas
et aI. 1997) . Man y of these habitat features were presen t at sites sampled in this study
(Appen dix 4. 1) and have been shown to influence the small-scale spalial distributi on of
LGO cod in coastal Newfoundland (Gotceitas et aI. 1997) and Nova Scotia (Tupper and
Boutilier 1995a). However, if local variation is primarily detennined by habitat selection,
some consistency in density wouldhave been expectedamong yearsat the samesampling
sites. No such consistency was observed in this study (e.g . Figs. 4.4 to 4.9) or when
these sites were ranked each year based upon local abundance (SChneider et at 1997).
Onepossible explanation is habitat maynotbe limitingalongthecoastof Newfoundland
and that individuals may move in a local area greater than the area (8go m') sampled by
the 25·m beach seine used in this study.
Directvisual observationsindicatethatLGO codwill school at sites devoidof cover. such
as sandy bottom habitats (Tupper and Boutilier 1995b) . Age 0 polloc k Pollachiusvirens
werealsoobserved to school in thesubtidal zonewhendense algalmats containing Fucus
were absent (Rangeley and Kramer 1995). When in the vicinity of Fucus, pollock were
dispersed and were not observ ed to school (Rangeley and Krame r 1995). Absence of
suitable cover has been reported to influence the behavior and spatial distribution of
juvenile cod (Tveite 1984, Keats et aI. 1987, Gotceitas and Brown 1993, Gotceitas et al.
1997) and hence small-scale variation in density. These observationsand the relatively
high proportion ( 10/ 45 =22.2%; Appendix 4.1) of sites where suitable cover from
predationwas judged to be absent(i.e. smooth-bottom sandysites) indicates small-scale
movements in the fonn of shoalingor schooling behaviour (as observed for cod by
Tupper and Boutilier [1995b] and for pollock by Rangely and Kramer [1995]) may , in
addition to habitat selection be an important source of local, site to site variation in
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densityof juvenile cod.
Factors thatdo not appearto influence the local density of juvenile cod at small-spatial
(individual sites ; 880 m') and temporal (ca. 1 hr, the time required to sample a site)
scales included water temperature and salinity. Water temperature may better describe
the distribution of juvenile cod at larger spatial scales (IOOs to 1000s of Ion), where in
the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence for example juveniles are absent at depths < 10 m
because subsurface temperatures are too warm (e.g. age 0 cod, Hanson 1996). The
distribution of age 0 cod decreased with increasing salinity at large spatial scales
(inshore-offshore direction) in the North Sea (Riley and Parnell 1984 , Heessen 1991) but
was poorly explained at small spatial scales (880 m') in this study .
Juvenile cod did not appear to be affected by the presence of larger conspecific fish at
thespatial scale sampledby the25-m beachseine. This indicates LGO andLGL, as well
as LG1 and LG2cod occurredin the same 880 m2• It does not necessarily indicatethat
theseage classes occurredtogether at smaller spatial scales. Consequentlysegregation
of theseage classesdue to predation or different habitat preferencesis possibleat smaller
spatial scales (Fraser et al . 1996). Densities of LGO and LG2 cod were negatively
related. These age classes were seldom associated at the scaleof 880 m", suggestingthat
different habitats wereoccupied duringthedaywhensites weresampledor thatLGO cod
avoided LG2 cod because of cannibalism (Bogstad et al. 1994).
Mis-identification of G. morhua andG. ogac mayhavecontributed to thescale-dependent
spatial variation observedin thisstudy. Howspeciesmis-identification may haveaffected
variation at eachscale is difficultto access because errorsin identification are notknown
foreachsampling site or yearof survey. Mis-identification may have been higherin the
1960s than in the 1990s given that it has only been recently possible to distinguish these
speciesat small sizes (Chapter Il). Alternatively, historicratesof mis-identification may
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havebeen lower given thatthe spawning stock: biomassof G. morlwa was two orders of
magnitude higher in the 1960s than in the 19905 (Hutchings and Myers 1994). A mis-
identification rate of 2/65 = 3.0% was detennined by starch-gel electrophoresis for
Gadus spp. collected at a single site in this study in 1996. Multiscale analyses of
variationin density of juvenile cod was highest at the scale of individualsites (ca. 880
m') in 1996 (Appendix 4.2) as it was in most other yean (Figs. 4.2,4.3) suggesting mis-
identificationmay have had little influenceon the partitioning of spatialvariation.
Resultsof this studyindicatethat variation in densityof juvenile cod is concentrated at
smallspatialscaleswithlittleadditional variation at larger scales. Thisresultis consistent
across years and at the temporal scale of decades . The high variation among sites
indicates small-scale processes are important in determining local density of cod along
the coast of Newfoundland. Decreasingvariation with increasingbodysize observedfor
smalljuvenilesin thisstudy and for largejuvenileandadultcod in thesouthern Gulf of
SL Lawrence is consistent with the observationthat increased mobility permits local
decoupling withhabitatandhence caninfluence thesmall-seale distribution of cod. Local
decoupling with features of the sea bed was observed for demersal organisms of
increased mobility on the Grand Bank (Schneider et aJ. 1987)and for larger juvenile cod
that were less associated with macroa!gae than smaller cod (Keats et aJ. 1987).
Although juvenile cod are abundant nearshore throughout muchof the year andhence
logistically available to repeated sampling (Methven and Bajdik 1994) they are a difficult
species to quantifyvariation in populationdensity at multiplescales. Optimal methods
such as the continuous collection of data by acoustics for krill (Weber et aJ. 1986) and
for larger cod offshore (Home and Schneider 1997) could not be used in this study
because small demersal age 0 cod during the day are strongly associated with the bottom
and would be difficult to record. Nevertheless this study has shown that multiscale
analyses was possible for an important commerciallyexploited fish species where very
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little is known during the earlyjuvenile stages despite the problems of sampling this stage
in coastal habitats.
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Table 4.1 Scale-dependent spatialvariationin juvenileeod density, quantified by type I sumsof squares(SS)and variance
components (VC) from hierarchical ANOVA and expressed as percentage of total variation.
Length Site Bay Coast error
group
mean(range) mean(range) mean(range) mean(range)
LGOSS 59.4 (37.5-75.1) 12.8 (3.9-34.4) 1.86 (0.0 -6.4) 23.47 (2.6-42.0)
LGI SS 56.4 (38.3-93.1) 9.3 (2.2-17.7) 2.69 (0.0 -6.4) 31.42 (3.0-48.1)
LG2 SS 55.7 (31.1-86.5) 11.5 (1.0-34.4) 4.10 (0.0-13.2) 28.52 (6.6-49.5)
LGOVe 42.3 (0.90-64.9) 8.2 (0.0-26.1) 1.7 (0.0-10.9) 47.72 (24.2-79.9)
LGIVe 33.9 (0.00-90.9) 5.3 (0.0-15.8) 1.8 (0.0 -7.2) 58.85 ( 5.3-91.3)
LG2 ve 35.0 (0.00-82.3) 8.7 (0.0-«.4) 3.9 (0.0-16.0) 52.39 (11.7-94.0)
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Table 4.2 One-way analysesof varianceof habitatvariables. Classvariables included year, a habitat variable(temperature
or salinity),and site. Catch(n = 17-46, depending on year)was the responsevariable. df = degreesof freedom, SS = sums
of squares.
Variable LOO LOI L02
df SS %SS df SS %SS ""dfSS %SS
- -- - - - - - - - -
year 10 173400 12.5 10 214812 28.5 10 126 7.9
temp 13 55830 4.0 13 30269 4.0 13 74 4.6
site 55 341680 24.6 55 85133 11.3 55 222 13.9
error 250 812836 250 423255 250 1163
total 328 1383748 328 753470 328 1587
year 4 4219 3.1 4 6727 6.0 4 15 3.2
sal 8 1120 0.8 8 1259 1.1 8 37 7.9
site 45 54333 41.1 45 32526 29.3 45 95 20.4
error 141 72289 141 70466 141 316
total 198 131962 198 110980 198 464
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Table4.3 Meancatchof juvenile codin relation to temperature (0C) andsalinity (ppt).n is the number of sitessampled
within each temperature andsalinity category.
Temperature (0C)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LGO 31.0 .. 0.5 0.0 5.8 5.1 19.2 16.1 15.8 21.7 19.2 13.3 4.2 8.2
LGI 0.5 .. 0.0 0.0 21.5 16.5 19.4 8.8 4.9 29.0 29.0 35.8 41.1 16.7
LG2 0.0 .. 0.0 0.3 2.4 1.4 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.9 0.4 0.6 1.5 0.3
1 0 I 2 6 12 20 43 75 52 39 24 23 19
Salinity (Ppl)
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
- - - - - - - - - -
LGO 0.7 .. 4.5 7.5 10.2 18.0 13.4 12.0 2.5 1.0
LOI 0.2 .. 8.0 2.8 3.6 2.2 7.9 9.4 7.5 1.0
LG2 0.0 .. 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.3 3.1 I.S
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Figure 4.1 Distribution of 56 sampling sites along the east andnortheast coasts
of Newfoundland. Details aregiven in Appendix 4.1. Sites 1-12 arelocated in
the South, 16-20, Conception Bay; 25-35, TrinityBay; 40-46, Bonavista Bay; 50-

































Figure 4.2 Scale-dependent spatialvariation quantifiedas per cent of total
sumsof squares(8S) forthreespatialscales: coastal sections. bays, and
individual sites. Linesjoin datafromthe same year. • = 1960-1964;+ =


























Figure 4.3 Scale-depedentspatialvariation quantifiedas percent of total
variance components (V'C) forthreespatialscales:coastal sections,
bays,and individual sites. Lines join datafromthe sameyear. · = 1960-
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Figure 4.4 Mean catch (n=2 tows) of LOOcod at each site (1960-1964). Missing data indicates thai sites were not sampled.
• indicates site was sampled but meancatch Cl O. Horizontal lines represent bay means. South- Trepasseyand St. Mary's Bays
(combined), CB = Conception Bay, T8 = Trinity Bay, SS =Bonavista Bay, NWI - New World Island and Gander Bay
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Figure 4.5 Mean catch (n=2 tows) of l OOcod at each site ( 1992~ 1996) , Missing data indicates that sites were notsampled.
• indicates site was sampled butmean catch =O. Horizontal lines represent bay means, South=Trepassey and St. Mary's Bays
(combined), CB = Conception Bay, TB = Trinity Bay, SS · Bonavista Bay, NWI = NewWorld Islandand Gander Bay
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Figure4.6 Meancatch (n=2 tows) of LGI cod at each site (1960-1964). Missingdata indicates sites were notsampled.
• indicates site was sampled butmeancatch > o.Horizontal lines representbay means. South > Trepassey andSt. Mary's Bays
(combined),CB~ Conception Bay,TB = Trinity Bay, BB = Bonavista Bay, NWI=New World Island andGander Bay
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Figure 4.7 Meancatch (n=2 tows) aflO I cod at each site (1992. 1996). Missingdata indicates sites werenot sampled.
• indicates site was sampled butmeancatch - O. Horizontal lines represent bay means. South - Trepassey and 51.Mary's Bays
(combined),CB c Conception Bay, T8 = Trinity Bay,SB =Bonavista Bay, NWI=New World Island andGander Bay
(combined), NDB- Notre DameBay.
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Figure4.8 Mean catch (n=2 tows) ofLG2 cod at each site (1960·1964). Missing data indicates sites were not sampled.
• indicates site was sampled but meancatch =O. Horizontal lines represent bay means. South = Trcpassey and 81.Mary's Bays
(combined), eB ""Conception Bay, TB ""Trinity Bay, BB OIl Bonavista Bay, NWI =New World Island and Gander Bay

































So uth CB TB BB NWI NDB
Figure 4.9 Mean catch (0=2 tows) ofL02 cod at each site (1992-1996). Missing data indicates sites were not sampled.
• indicates site was sampled but mean catch · O. Horizontal lines represent bay means. South =Trepassey and 81.Mary's Bays
(combined). eB =Conception Bay, TB - Trinity Bay, BS = Bonavista Bay, NWI = New World Island and GanderBay
(combined), NOB " Notre Dame Bay.
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Figure 4.10 Meannwnberof cod persite (0=2 tows) in relationto temperature and
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Figure 4.11 Mean nwnber of juvenile cod per site (n=2 tows per site) in relation to
the mean number of larger conspecific fish collected in the same net haul. Small
panels show mean abundance of cod (y axis) calculated at intervals of 0-2, 2.1-4.0,
4.1-8 .0, 8.1-16.0, 16.1-32.0, etc. (x axis). 95% confidence limits were computed
using repeated resampling (bootstrap methods). n=375 sites sampled (l960~1964
and 1992-1996 , i.e. an averageof37.5 sites sampled per year).
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Appendix 4.1. Site locations were detennined by differential GPS in 1966. Deplh
is theaveragemaximum depthsampled (n=2) . ./ indicates observed; • indicates not
observed .
Site latitude Longitude ""pth Sampling Site Cobble M~~ Eelgrass
01..-
1 47·10.104- 5)031.814 5.' Harric:otBeach
" "2 4,.oll .598 53·34.892 ... Halfla:land
" "3 41 ·00.643 53 ·40,748 5.5 Mother Hicks Cv
" "5 46·59.362 5) ·4 1.061 MOAqUito Cv
" "6 47 ·09 .647 5)038.879 3.5 Nonh Harbour
" "10 46 ·45.076 53· 21.&70 7.0 Trepassey
" "16 47 · 34.544 5) · 15.803 ' .8 Davies Head (1)
"17 47 ·34.552 53· 15.884 ' 3 Davies Head(2)
"18 47· 44.600 53·11 .908 3.5 CroekersCv
" "
"
47 ·40 .511 53· 11.349 '.5 Bryants Cv
" "20 47'"43.160 53· 11.812 3.8 Bristols Hope CV
26 47·43 .197 53 ·50.199 ' .6 Master5Head
"27 47·50 .506 5r54.081 3.8 Little MosquitoCv
" "28 47 ·S0.473 53 ·52.503 16. 1 BaldPoint Beach
" "2. 47·59 .758 53 ·48 .864 5.0 LongBeach (E)
30 47·59 .851 53 ·49 .155 6.8 Lona:Beach ('N)
32 4S ·08.886 5)044.000 '.0 Middle Lmce Cv
33 48 ·10.190 Sr42.706 7.8 Burgoynes Cv
3' 4S·23 .551 53 · 22.309 '.6 Locbtoo's Arm
" "35 4S·22.S81 5) ·22. 194 • .5 Cap Cv
40 48 ·26.024 53 ·51.221 6.2 CanningsC v
" "
"
48-25 .739 53-50 .972 7.1 Man Point
".. 49-00 .925 53-46 .944 ' .1 Indian Bay
" " "50 49 -23 .40 1 54-25.295 33 Rubens Cv
" "51 49 -24.123 54-24 .766 5.1 Grassy Cv
"52 49 -26.1)04 54-28 .036 2.0 Seal Island
" "53 49 -24. 348 54 -28.588 2.7 Fox. Island
"57 49 -33 .147 54 -50.357 2.0 Bridgeport
" "58 49-31.300 54 -48 .900 3.1 Luke 's Arm
"65 49-31.832 55 -16.929 .3 Fortune flbr . (I )
"66 49-3 1.660 55-16 .009 7.5 FortllDe flbr . (2)
"67 49-3 1.481 55- 15.996 2.6 Fortune Hbr , (3)
" " "68 49-30 .623 55- 15.592 1.2 Fortune flb r. (4)
" "6. 49 -30 .151 55-12 .946 7.1 Fortune flbr . (S)
" " "70 49-22 .874 55 -41.811 3.0 Wild Bight
71 49 -26 .722 54 -43 .136 4.5 Iulies Harbour
" "72 49-28 .081 55 -46 .187 6.4 Tommy's Arm
75 49-31.270 53-51.4 l6 5.5 Woodfords Arm. ( I)
76 49-31.1 28 55-51.4SQ 3.0 Woodfords Arm. (2)
" "77 49 -30 .975 55-51.389 2.5 Wood fords Arm (3)
" "78 49-29 .511 56-04.006 18.4 Lower Wol fe Cv
" "79 49-29.281 56 -03.842 8.6 Green Island
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Appendix 4.2. Scale-dependent variatio n determined using hierarchical ANOVA for
LGO cod. df, degrees of freedom; 55, sums of squares; MS. mean squares; Ve t
variancecomponent.
y"" So_ d! SS "SS MS VC "vc
i96ii
"'""
1 5344 .7 U ~ -1973 .8
bay 4 129066. 1 34.4 32266.5 2913.3 23.3
...... 11 168756 .9 45.0 15341.5 5519 .7 43.8
......". 17 71096 .0 18.9 4 182. 1 4182. 1 32.8
1961
"'""
1 SV.2 1.8 527.2 -12.5
bay 4 3563 .3 11.4 890.8 01.1 0.2
...... 24 21168 .3 61.8 882.0 341.8 63.l
......". 30 5947 .0 19.0 198.2 198.2 36.•
1962
"'""
1 118.0 0.0 118.0 -120. 2
bay 4 20390 .1 s .5 5097.5 -70.9
...... 34 201973.0 ... 5940.3 1847 .7 45. 1
<no, 40 89196.5 28.7 2244.9 2244.9 54.8
1963 """I 1 1782.0 1.8 1782.0 23.3 1.8
bay 4 4897.4 5.0 1224 .3 -57.2
beach 35 649 91.9 67.1 1&56.9 621.1 49.3
<no, 4 1 25 197.5 2•• 614.5 614.5 48 .8
1964
"'""
1 4632.8 • .4 4632.8 146.6 10.8
bay 4 28 19.8 3.' 704.9 -148.8
beach 26 54116 .2 75.1 2081.4 877.0 ....
32 10471.0 14.5 m .2 327.2 24.2
1992 coesr 1 57.' 0.1 57.' -59 .1
bay 4 7320 .1 20.2 1830.0 117.8 26.0
beach 40 13545.5 375 338.6 4.3 D.s
46 15176.5 42.0 329.9 329 .9 n.'
1991
"'""
1 3191 .8 4.' 3191.8 43. 1 4.7
bay 4 6409 .4 8.3 1602.3 40.8 4.4
beach 3. 425 93.2 55.4 1092 .1 273.4 29 .8
<no, 43 24004 .0 JR.2 558.2 558.2 60.'
1994 """I 1 177.7 0.1 177.1 -245 .4
bay 4 26043 .8 19.5 6510.9 397.2 20.7
beach 34 79024 .3 59. 1 2324.2 808.5 42.2
<no, 40 28288 .0 21.1 7rJ1.2 707. 2 36.9
'995
"'""
1 76 2.4 1.2 762.4 -24.3
bay 4 6117.3 lO.3 1529.3 16.6 1.9
beach 30 40930 .6 69.5 1364.3 528 .4 6 1.9
36 11067.5 18.7 07.' 307.4 36.0
1996
"'""
1 550.2 D.s 550.2 -22.8
bay 4 5176.4 ' .5 1294.1 38 .1 5.4
beach 3. 3 1758.9 52.5 814.3 1S1.6 21.6
45 22993 .0 38.0 510.9 510.9 72.9
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Appendix 4.2 continued. LGl cod.
y.." Sowee df ss ";55 MS VC ,,;VC
1960 rout 1 41444 .3 4.2 41444.3 ~348.4
bay 4 114237.6 17.7 43559 .4 -2304 .6
beach 11 62.3459.8 63 .6 56678 .1 24191.8 74 .4
11 141006.0 14.3 8294 .4 8294 .4 15.5
1961 rout 1 8255.9 4.' 8255.9 30.9 1.0
bay 4 21184 .0 12.6 5296 .0 304 .1 10.4
b<=h 24 68802.4 41.0 2866.7 277 .7 9.5
error 30 69340.5 41.3 23U .3 23 11.3 79 .0
1962 rout 1 4.4 0.0 4.4 -2. 1
bay 4 522.4 3.1 130.6 -8 .8
b<=h 34 8005.5 48.6 235 .4 18.7 8.6
40 7920.5 48 .1 198.0 198.0 91 .3
1963 rout 1 21027 .7 3.4 21027. 1 -197 .0
bay 4 82511.2 13.6 20627 .8 1243.3 15.1
beaca 35 2412 82.0 39 .8 6893 .7 261.4 3.3
om" 41 26 1209.0 43.1 6370 .9 6370 .9 BO.8
1964 rout 1 8519 .6 2.3 8519 .6 -206 .4
bay 4 49408 .3 13.3 12352 .0 575 .0 9.4
b<=h 26 182919.8 49.5 7035 .3 1515.5 24.8
32 128138.5 34.7 4004 .3 4004.3 65.1
1992 coast 1 483 .9 1.5 483 .9 14 .3 3.7
bay 4 684 .7 2.2 11 1.1 -43.2
beach 40 28760 .5 93 .1 719.0 349 .2 90 .9
error 46 941.5 3.0 20.4 20.4 5.3
1993 OOUI 1 6235.5 4.2 6235.5 131.7 7.2
bay 4 4343 .3 2.' 1085. 8 -89 .7
beach 39 85043 .5 58.0 2180.6 SILl 28.0
43 50852.5 34 .7 1182.6 1182.6 64 .7
1994 rout L 9620 .6 6. 4 9620 .6 134 . 1 6.6
bay 4 12390.9 8.3 3097.7 134.5 6.6
boaob 34 57 106. 1 38 .3 1679.5 -34.4
error 40 69938.0 46.' 1748.4 1748.4 86.6
1995 rout 1 0.1 0.0 0.1 -D.1
bay 4 30.6 6.6 7.6 -D.3
beach 30 339.5 73 .9 11.3 4.4 64 .1
error 36 89. 0 19 .3 2.4 2.4 35.8
1996 rout 1 0.5 0.0 0.5 -<S.O
bay 4 834 .9 12.6 208 .7 8.7 10.9
b<=h 39 3861 . 1 58 .4 99.0 28.2 35 .6
45 1909. 0 28.8 42.4 42 .4 53 .4
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Appendix 4.2 continued. LG2 cod .
Year Sou= df SS lISS MS ve live
1960 cces 1 ~ 9.i ~ 0.90 16 .0
bay 4 22.' 13.0 S.1 0. 10 2.2
hooch II 54.9 31.1 4.' 0.10 I.'11 81.0 46.0 4.1 4.70 79.8
1961 coest 1 26 .4 2.5 26.4 -2 .48
bay 4 259 .1 25.0 64.1 5.17 25.8
beoch 24 563 . 1 54.4 23.4 8.64 3.2
om" 30 [85.0 17.8 6.1 6.16 30.8
1962 ecest 1 18.8 2.' lS.8 0.30 4.6
bay 4 24.2 3.' 6.0 ..a.3D
hooch J4 363 .6 59.4 10.6 2 .70 33. 4
40 2OS.5 33.5 S.1 5.10 61.9
1963 roost 1 3.3 1.3 3.3 -<>.06
bay 4 21.5 8.5 S.3 0.00 2.6
hooch 35 156.3 61.9 4" 1.36 42.9
error 41 71.0 28.1 1.1 1.73 54.4
1964 coast 1 176 .6 13.2 176.6 0.40 1.1
bay 4 460.' ,..4 ns.z 10.45 44.4
beoch 26 483 .1 36.1 18.5 5.90 25.0
J2 2 17.0 16.2 6.1 06 .78 28.8
1992 roost 1 3.5 1.1 3.5 0.00 0.'
bay 4 14.5 1. 3 3.6 -<>.02
beoch 40 15 8.8 SO.2 3.' 1.75 79.3
error 46 21.0 10.6 0.4 0.45 20.6
1993 cess 1 2.1 S.6 2.1 0.06 10.6
bay 4 0.5 1.0 0. 1 -<>.04
beoch 3. 26.2 54.6 0.6 0.12 20.0
4J 18.5 38.5 0.4 0. 43 69 .3
1994 roost 1 2.' 0.1 2.' ..o.I7
bay 4 30.1 8.1 1.5 0.28 5.'
beoch J4 153. 1 41.5 4.5 -<>.02
40 182.5 49.5 4.5 4.56 94.0
1995 roost 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -<>.02
bay 4 3.0 10.0 0.1 0.02 5.'
hooch 30 15. 3 51.1 0.5 0.09 21.7
error 36 U .S 38.4 0.3 0.3 1 72.3
1996 roost 1 L7.9 3.3 17.9 0.39 5.8
bay 4 18.0 3.3 4.5 .{J.SS
hooch 3' 460 .6 86.5 11.8 5.51 82.3
45 35.5 6.6 0.1 0.78 11.7
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Appendix 4.3. Mean number/tow and coefficients of variation (CY) for cod from
the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence. All data are from Table 12 of Sinclair et aI.
(1996).
M ean number per tow
Age 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1994b 1995
0 --o:3s l:5O 0.00 0:00 0:00 0.00 0:00
I 0.71 3.28 10.70 0.61 1.13 2.56 1.15
2 7.24 7.45 31.50 3.07 3.80 13.64 4.05
3 45.94 16.22 26.91 7.58 26.65 61.81 2.67
4 31.13 26.00 16.24 8.61 19.79 26.93 6.44
5 15.58 13.53 11.22 13.35 23.37 24.32 8.47
6 10.06 5.42 2.37 8.46 20.95 21.04 6.24
7 6.94 2.39 1.51 3.47 9.34 9.19 11.94
8 2.38 1.52 0.70 1.60 3.31 3.26 6.28
9 1.38 0.25 0.47 0.38 1.30 1.28 1.60
10 1.05 0.15 0.21 0.30 0.59 0.59 0.66
II 0.88 0.13 0.19 0.06 0.45 0.44 0.16
12 0.00 0. 18 0.04 0. 17 0.14 0.14 0.00
13 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.04 0.15 0. 14 0.00
14 0.12 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.00
Coefficient of variation
Age 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1994b 1995
0 41.20 44.49 0.00 0:00 0:00 0:00 0:00
1 37.37 32.94 84.34 70.78 28.80 57.81 74.22
2 27.62 33.48 44.24 76.99 28.77 72.5 4 58.83
3 22.81 21.32 33.42 22.82 33.24 58.42 23.42
4 21.62 21.93 28.39 17.04 22.94 30.85 15.18
5 14.74 16.85 24.66 14.91 16.94 15.98 13.44
6 12.68 16.94 22.73 12.27 15.40 14.82 9.95
7 12.19 18.37 20.69 11.74 13.92 13.78 9.04
8 11.75 15.12 20.70 12.32 14.62 14.28 8.50
9 14.48 21.82 49.04 18.66 13.74 13.52 12.31
10 10.44 36.27 21.50 11.26 14.09 13.22 19.41
11 15.31 25.10 53.48 0.00 17.10 16.18 20 .09
12 0.00 24.57 0.00 26.94 22.43 23.08 0.00
13 0.00 0.00 48.65 0.00 30.84 32.17 0.00
Chapter V
A multiscale analysis of temporal variation
5.1 Introduction
Most ecological studies describe patterns and quantifyvariation at a single spatial or
temporal scale. An increasing number of studieshowever now recognize thatvariation
is dependent on the scale of observation and investigatequantities across multiple scales
of space or time (Wiens 1989, Schneider 1994). Multiscale analyses typically address
how variation of a quantity such as populationdensity depends on spatial or temporal
scale. For example, is variation in density concentrated at a single scale or does it vary
at multiplescales? The answerhas importantimplications for identifying processes that
produce varia tion and for the design of field surveys (Wiens et al. 1986, Denman 1992).
In aquatic systems. multiscale analyses have shown that spatial variation is not
co ncen trated at any characteristic scale in either benthic (SChneider et aI. 1987, McArdle
and BlackweU 1989, Jones et al. 1990, Downes at aI. 1993) or pelagic habitats (Weber
et al. 1986, HorneandSChneider 1997). This contrasts with temporal variation which is
assumed to be concentrated atperiodic scalessuchas annual. seasonal, or diel (l.aevastu
and Hayes 1981) . Concentration of variatio n at a partic ular temporal scale (e.g, annual)
indicates that dominantprocesses operating at that scale may be important sources of
variation, e.g , the annual cycle imposed on manyecosystems (Denman 1992).
Differential survival of yearclasses is a well known phenomenon that contributes to
variation in abundance at annual andlonger scales (Hjort 1914, 1926, Sissenwine 1984,
Rothschild 1986, Levin 1991). At smaUtemporal scales, feeding and predator avoidance
aredaily activities that contribute to variation in populationdensity (Helfman1978, 1993,
Hom 1980, Worgan and FilZGerald 1981, Wright 1989). Population density varies at
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other temporal scales as well, e .g . a lunar scale of spawning and settlement occurs in
some coral reef fishes (Robertson 1991, Doherty 1991). Variation in population density
among temporal scales has seldom heen quantified within the same study . Consequently
the relative magnitudeor importance of variationin populationdensity at differentscales
is poorly known.
The ohjective of this study is to quantify temporal variation in density of recently settled
juvenile cod from two coastal sites at threetemporal scales: years, months, and hours.
Hourlyvariation was expectedto be a sourceof high variation becausethe localdensity
of juvenile cod should be reduced by repeated sampling at the same site within the time
scale of one hour. This in addition to somejuvenile cod occupying territories (Tupper
and Boutilier 1995b) or home ranges (Hawkins etal. 1985, Clark and Green 1990) where
repopulation to a site is expectedto be slow after initialsampling is further reason to
expect high contrast between consecutive samples at small temporal scales. Annual
variation was also expected to exhibit high variation due to the high variability in
recruitment and yea.rclass strength that OCCli.::. in may fish species (Hjort 1914, 1926,
Peterman et aI. 1988, Anderson 1988, Leggett and DeBlois 1994) , including Atlantic cod
Gadus morhua (Hutchings and Myers 1994, Ings et aI. 1997) . Less variation was
expectedat the temporal scale of months. Juvenile cod areabundant along the northeast
coast of Newfoundland (Methven and Bajdik 1994, Scboeider et aI. 1997) and are not
knownto makeextensive migrations, exceptlate in theyearwhenmovementintodeeper
water is reported (PihIl982, Macdonald et aI. 1984). This expectation of low variation
in populationdensityat the monthly scale relative to annual variation is consistent with
the expectations of laevastu and Hayes (1981) for marine fishes in general .
Theapproach taken in this studyis to quantify temporal variation at three scales, identify
the scale of maximum variation, and determine if the same temporal structure is
maintained at two distant sites sampled at the same time with the same sampling
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equipment. The maintenance of temporal structure at distant sites suggests that the
underlying processes are similar at each site and hence operate over large spatial scales
(Hewin et aI. 1996).
5.2 Methods
Sampling was conducted in Trinity Bay (site 34 , Fig. 5.1) and Notre Dame Bay (site 58,
Fig . 5.1) Newfoundland from May to December 1993 and August to December 1994
(Table 5.1) . These sites were initially sampled for juvenile cod in 1959-1964 by A.
Fleming (Lear et aI. 1980). The site numbers designated by A. Fleming were retained
in thisstudy. In 1993-1994, thesesites weresampled by localfishermen who wereshown
how to deploy the 25- m beach seine (9 mm stretch mesh in the codend) with the same
fishing effort being applied for eac h sample. The seine and its method of deployment are
described in Chap ter ill and by SChneider et aI. (1997) . Sampling consis ted of two
standardized tows at an interval of 1-2 weeks at each site. The two tows required about
one hour to co mplete. The maximum depth of sampling was < 6 m (site 34: mean=4.1
m, l1llIge=1.8-5 .5 m; site 58 : mean=2.8 m, l1llIge=1.6-5.5 m). Both sites were
sheltered from wave action, as indicated by live terrestrial vegetation growing to within
two metres of the highwater mark. All cod were frozen within 1·2 hrs of sampling and
were measured to the nearest millimetreof standard length (SL) after being thawedin
the laboratory . An additional site was sampled by the 25 m seine in southern Trinity Bay
(site 27: mean depth =4.4 m, range=2. 9-6.2 m; Fig . 5.1 ). Only one tow was conducted
at this site at a 1-2 week interval in 1993 and 1994 (Tab le 5.1) .
Variation in population density was estimated using data coUected from August to
December each year at sites 34 and 58. Variation in standardized catches was examined
at three tempotal scales for each site: (i) year - defined as all collection s from August to
December inclusive in 1993 and 1994 ; (Ii ) months - August, september, October,
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November, and December within each year; and (iii) hours- there being a maximumof
approximately one hourbetween the two tows at each site. Multiscaleanalyses were only
conducted on cod <96 mm SL. These individuals were estimated to be < 1-yr-old based
on size modes reported in Chapter ill and are defined herein as length group zero (LGO)
cod.
The traditional approach to partitioning variation at discrete scales utilizes hierarchical
analysesof variance (ANOVA) wheresourcesof variation represent different scales. This
approach treats smaller-scale variation as being nested within larger-scale variation.
Hierarchical ANOVA has been used to partition population variation at discrete spatial
scales nested within each other (Jones et al. 1990, Downes at al . 1993) hut has not, to
my knowledge, been used to estimate population variation at multiple temporal scales
(Gaston and McArdle 1994). Variation was partitioned from sums of squares (55)
calculated at threetemporalscales: amongyears, amongmonths nested withinyears,and
among tows (i.e . hourlyvariation)nestedwithinmonths. Sumsof squarescan be thought
of as an unweighted measureof contrastamongeach of the threelevels of variation(in
thiscase, three temporal scales). Sourcesof variation withhighsumsof squares indicate
relatively high contrasts. Sequential sums of squares in a purely nested model are
additive with sums of squares for each source of variation, including the error term ,
adding up to the models total sum of squares (Sakal and Rohlf 1995). Variation can be
partitioned directly as a percentage by dividing sums of squares for each source of
variation by the models total sum of squares. This method is direct, does not produce
negative variances, and estimates variation at each scale. Variance components (Sokal
and Rohlf 1995), a second measure of variation, are also additive and can be expressed
as a percentage of the total variation observed. Variance component analyses calculates
variation from mean squares in a hierarchal ANDV A. A limitation of this method is the
calculation of a zero or negative variance (component) which is taken to be indicative of
a low variance (Snedecor and Cochran 1967). Sums of squares and variance components
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were partitioned using the General Linear Model (GLM) procedure of SAS version 6.09
(SAS 1988) using type I (sequential) sums of squares.
Differences incatches betweentows I and IT for eachsite (34 and58) were paired by the
date of collection to determine if catch in the first tow differed significantly from the
second tow at each site. Residuals were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk
statistic (Shapiro and Wilk 1965). If residuals were not normal, randomization tests
(Manly 1991) were conducted to determine if significant differences in standardized
catches occurred between tows. Tow II was randomized 400 times with tow I held
constant for each test. A P value was calculated by determining the proportion of
randomizations with an F ratio2:. theobserved F ratiodetennined by ANOV A.
Samplingefficiency of the25-m seine was examinedtodetermineif this mightcontribute
to variation between consecutive tows (I and mat the same site. For example, a very
inefficientsampler wouldbe expectedto differ less between two consecutive towsat the
same site thana very efficientsamplerwhere the vast majorityof fish would be collected
in the first tow. Sampling efficiency was determined by SCUBA divers who evaluated
whetherjuvenile cod were actively avoiding the seine. Divers swam slightly behindand
above the seine and observed if the footrope remained snug to the bottom. Divers
watchedfor escapementover the headropeand around the wings as the seine was towed
over relatively smooth bottoms at sites 34 and 27. Underwater (horizontal) visibility
during two dives was estimated to be 9-11 m (site 34) and 15-20 m (site 27). Sampling
efficiency was also determined at Hickman's Harbour(48°06.5'N. 53°44.7'W ; 4.5 m
depth; 15 November 1995) in a small narrowinlet where space for lateralmovementof
cod was limited. The seine was able to sample the entire inlet in one tow. The
catchability of the seine was then determined by rapidly resampling (n=5 tows within
2.5 he) and detennining how quickly the catch decreased using the Leslie Method of
populationestimation(Hilbornand Walters1992). An important assumptionof the Leslie
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Methcx1 is no immigration into the samplingarea which was assumed to havebeen met
by quickly resampling the entire inlet five times in 2.5 hours .
Catchdatafrom40-45 sites (Fig. 5.1) that were visited once each year in Septemberor
October 1992-1994 (fable 5.1) were examined to detennine if patterns of abundance
observed at sites 27, 34, and 58 were unique to these sites or if patternwas widespread
and characteristic of the northeast coastof Newfoundland. Sites were sampled using a
25~m seine (0=2 consecutive tows) atapproximately thesame date(to within 1-2weeks)
each year . Sampling started in Saint Mary's Bay in mid September and finished in
westernNotreDame Bayin lateOctober each year. a distanceof approximately 1500 km
(F ig. 5 .1) . Exact locations and further details of sampling are in Schneider et aI. (1997) .
To determine whetherseasonalrecruitment by siblingspecies (GadusmorhuaandGadus
ogac)contributed to temporal variation it was necessary to identifysomespecimensusing
electrophoresis . Presently (mid 19905), electrophoresis is the only known means of
distinguishing between these species at <SO mm (Hovgard and Lehmann 1986, Renaud
et al. 1986) . They are morphometrically similar at sizes <50 mm SL and occur together
as demersal juveniles in shallow coastal waters of northeast Newfoundland.
Electrophoretic identifications were made on 264 cod (43-203 mm SL) collected at site
27 on 23 November 1993. This procedure was repeated for juvenile cod collected on 6
May 1994 at site 27 (n=43, 54.2-123.8 mm SL). A third collection from 6 October 1993
at site 34 (0=271, 38·77 rom SL) was also examined using electrophoresis in 1991.
Unfortunately, these specimens (6 October (993) did not exhibit protein banding that was
consistentwith the banding from knownspecimens of adultG. morhua andG. ogac. It
was concluded thatproteins may havebeen denatured duringfouryearsof storage in a
frost-freefreezer. Thesespecimens were then identifiedusingdifferencesin pigmentation
on the first anal fin. a new character in addition to characters already identified in
Chapter II (Appendix 5.1) . The validity of this new character wasdetennined in a blind
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test of 100 specimens (40-63 mm SL) that were identified previously using
electrophoresis (Appendix 5.1).
5.3 Results
All LGOcod (n=26, 54.2-96.6 mm SL) from the 6 May 1994collection were identified
by electrophoresis as Gadus momua (Fig. 5.2). Larger WI individuals from this
collection included both species (Fig. 5.2 ; G. mornua : n-5, 104.6-118.5 mm SL; G.
ogae: n=1 2, 97.6-123.8 mm SL). LGOcod collected on 6 October 1993 included both
species with 83 of 271 (30.6%) specimens examined being G. ogae (Fig. 5. 2). Gadus
ogae (mode = 66, range=53-77 mm SL) were generally larger than G. morhua
(mode=5I , range=36-68 mm SL). The final collection (23 November 1993. n=264)
cons isted mostly of G. morhua, with only six specimens of G. morhua (Fig. 5.2; G.
morhua: n=258, 43-203 mm SL; G. ogae: n=6, 87-135 mm SL).
Catchability of the 25-m seine used throughout this study was high. SCUBA divers
observed no escapement over the headline or aroundthe wings of the seine on both
occasions. The fooeoperemained on the bottom and cod were observed to fall back:
behind the wings as the seinewas towed towards shore. LGO cod remained strongly
associated with thebottom (within ca. IS em) and were observed to be corralled before
falling backinto theseine andcodend as thewings were broughtcloser together before
the seine was hauled out of the water. A catehability coefficient q of ./,).977 (i.e. the
slope of the equation below) wasestimatedfor the 25-m seine using the Leslie Method
(Ricker 1975, Hilhorn and Walters 1992) for plots of catch (dependent variable) versus
cumulative catch.This is comparable to a slope and catehability of -1.0 which, usingthe
Leslie Method indicates each successiv e catch is approximately halved. The five
consecutive coll ections takenat Hickman's Harbour resulted in catches of 327.76, 117.
27, and 29 cod being caught (all < 176 mm SL) which gave a population estimate of
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592.4 codI880m' (0.67 codIm). The eatchability equation estimated from the five catches
abovewas:
eatch = -o.97758(cumulative eatch) + 579.16 [so of slope = 0.37]
Variationin densityof LGO cod was greaterat monthlythanat hourly or yearly scales
contrary,to expectation (year and hour> month). Monthlyvariation accountedfor 29.6-
30.0% of the total variation estimated by sums of squares , and 20 .7-24.1% of the
variationestimatedfrom variancecomponents (Table 5.2) . The rank: order of temporal
variation in population density at these scales remained the same at both sites, i.e.
variation at the intermediate scale of months exceeded variation at hourly and yearly
seales (Table 5.2) .
Variation in densityof juvenile cod at the scale of years accounted for a maximum of
10.2% of the total variation observed (Table 5.2). Standardized eatches in 1994 exceeded
catches in 1993 at both sites by at least a factor of two (Fig. 5 .3) , a difference that was
signifieant for site 58 (p=0.0275), but not site 34 (Table 5.2) . A total of 1715 LGO cod
were collected from August to December in 1993 (n=44 tows) with 4182 LGO cod
collected during the same period in 1994 (n=44 tows; Fig. 5.3) . AU but six of the 88
tows collected cod.
At thetemporal scale of hours , variation in density ofLGO cod (maximum 13.1%; Table
5.2) , was comparable to variation at the scale of years. At this scale. densityof LGO cod
didnot differ significantly betweensites (Table5 .2) . Differencesin catchesbetweentows
I and II were reexamined by pairing them according to sampling site and day of
collection to determine if this pairingof consecutivecatches wouldresult in a significant
difference betweentows I and II. This reanalysis, essentially a paired. t-test, detennined
if the mean difference in eatches between tow I (mean =78.84 LGOcod/tow) and tow II
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(mean =55 .18 codItow) was significantly different from zero . Such a difference might
be expected if there was little or no 1ateral recruitment into the area being sampled by
thefirst tow. This reanalysisindicated catches were not significantlydifferent(ANOVA,
F1•43=2.82, p=O .1002l2 = 0.0501 for one tailed test; Ho=Towt 2 Town). However,
theShapiro-Wilk statistic indicated the p valuecould not be trustedbecausethe residuals
were not normally distributed. Randomization tests (Manly 1991) were then used to
detennine if significantdifferencesin catches occurred between tows. The p value from
the randomization test (p=0.I 125n=0.056) was essentially unchanged from that of the
one tailed test (p=0.0501) calculated from an F distribution.
Twenty-six of the 44 tows from sites 34 and 58 had a higher catch in the first tow, 15
of 44 tows had a higher catch in the second tow and three pairs of tows had the first
catch equalto the second catch. The relatively high mean catch of tow II coupled with
the high efficiency of the seine led to the conclusion that substantial lateral movementin
the order of 55.18"..178 .84_,=69.9% occurred between tows I and II in a I-hr period.
Monthly variation was the largest source of temporal variation (20.7-30.0%; Table 5.2).
At thls scale, density of LGOcod was lowest in August, highest in October and decreased
again in November-December (Fig. 5.3) . This pattern was evident at site 58 in both
yearsbut was not observed at site 34 in eitheryear. Mean monthly catches at site 34
weremorevariable, beinghighestinSeptember-October, 1993andin August-September,
1994 (Fig . 5.3).
Juvenilecod at sites 27, 34, andS8 were examined to determine if any patterns in the
size structure andphenologywereevidentat monthly or nearmonthly scalesthatmight
account for high variation in density at this scale. Collections at all three sites were
dominated by two length modes (Figs. 5.4 , 5.5). The first mode consisted of 35-90 mm
SL cod collected in May-June . A second mode of 3(Hj() mm cod began settling in
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August . These length data indicate that small ( <50 mm SL) cod were primarily collected
beginning at two distinct times of the year: May-June and August-December. Small
newly-settled recruits were usually absent in Iuly (Figs . 5.4 and 5.5) . A consistent
featureof the August-December periodof recruitment wassettlementof a pulseof small
LGO cod « 50 mm) in ntid October . October settlement was observed at all three sites
(27, 34, 58) in both years (1993, 1994) though the number of small newly settled cod
in October 1994 was low. This influx of small cod in mid October resulted in a bimodal
length distribution as shown for site 34 on 16 October 1993 (Fig. 5 .6) . Bimodality was
notevidenton anyone sampling dayat site 58 in 1993or 1994due to themuch smaller
catches of LGO cod at this site (Figs. 5.6 , 5.7). However , there was a clear shift in
modal size in ntid October , 1993 and 1994, indicating the arrival of small cod (Figs. 5.6 ,
5.7).
Data from 1992, 1993, and 1994 were then examined to determine if the pattern of
settlement observed above (sires 27, 34, 58) was widespread and characteristic of the
northeast Newfoundland coast . Survey data (see SChneider et aI. 1997, Ings et aI. 1997)
from St. Mary's Bay to western Notre Dame Bay (Fig. 5. 1), were examined for
bimodality in size structure of LGO cod indicative of two periods of settlement, one
beginning in August and a second beginning in ntid October. These data span the period
when recruits from both the August and mid OCtobersettlement occur inshore. The
hypothesis, based on the phenology of settlement at sites 27, 34, and 58, was that
recruitment by individuals settlingin August would only beevident at sitessampled prior
to ca. late September. Individuals from both the August and mid Octobersettlement
pulses would be present at sites sampled after ntid October .
Results showed that only one length mode of LGO cod was evident at sites sampled
before late September in 1992, 1993, and 1994 (Fig. 5.8) . This mode consisted of
individuals< 75 mm. Largerindividuals represented a mixtureof l-yr-old codandsmall
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juvenile cod that arrived nearshore in spring (ca. May-June). The length-frequency
distributions of juvenile cod from sites sampled from mid to late OCtober showed the
presence of two LGOlength modes in 1992and 1993 (Fig. 5.8) ~96 mm SL indicating
these are LGO young of the year cod . The second of these two modes (65-100 mm)
represented settlement prior to late September. The first mode (40-60 mm) represented
settlementin mid October(Fig. 5.8) . Veryfew smallindividualswere collectedaftermid
October 1994.
5.4 Discussion
Analyses of population count data from two coastal Newfoundland sites showed that
variation in density of LGO cod was greater at monthlythanat hourly or yearlyscales.
In general, monthly variation exceeded tow-to-tow variation (hours) which in tum
exceeded, or was comparable with annual variation. Variation in population densityat
monthly or near-monthly scales was likelydue to the arrival and subsequent loss of
pulses of recentlysettledjuvenile cod in coastalhabitats. Arrivalat coastal habitats and
settlement was synchronous to within 1-2 weeksat three sites separated by hundreds of
kilometres. The maintenanceof temporalstructuredue to settlement of small cod at
approximately the same time over large spatial scales indicates thatthese patterns were
generated by processes acting over large spatial scales, on the order of hundreds of
kilometres.
Multiplepulses of young within a year are best known for tropical species (Longhurst
and Pauly 1987, Doherty 1991) but are less commonly reported for temperate species.
In the coastal northPacific, settlementof the Dungenesscrab (Cancer magister) at two
or three timesof the year was attributed to physical factors, primarilytemperature and
oceanic transport duringmating,spawning, egg incubation and with larvaldevelopment
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(McConnaughey et aI. 1992 , DinneI et aI. 1993) . Multiple pulses of sett1ement at
temperate latitudes also occurred for two echinoid species and four ophiuroid species
(pedrotti 1993) . Studies on the mysid (Neomysis iNeger) suggest that this widely
distributed species has a complex life cycle at lower latitudes where it reproduces
throughout much of the year (Mees et aI. 1994). At higher latitudes (North Sea) pulsed
spawning results in 2-3 generations each year (Mees et aI . 1994).
Multiple pulses of young within a year are also reported in some temperate fishes:
Atlantic and Pacific herring (Clupea harengus harengus, Qupea Juuengus pallasi),
capelin (Mal/otus vil/osus), croaker (Mbea albijlora), blue fish (Pomaiomus saluurix),
windowpane (Scophthalmus aquosus), killifish (Fwutu/us heteroc/itus) and speckled dace
(Rhiniclulrys ascu/us) (John 1963, Kendall and Walford 1979, Lambert and Ware 1984,
Kneih 1986, Ware and Tanasichuk 1989, Takita et aI. 1989, Morse and Able 1995). The
time between pulses varied from ca. 8-25 days for capelin and herring, where the
biological basis for this pattern was a well documented process of older and larger
herringspawningin waves before smaller individuals(Lambert andWare 1984, Lambert
1987, Wareand Tanasichuk1989). Wavespawning, due to the size structureof theadult
population, typically resulted in pulses of larvae being produced at a mean interval of
13.4 days (determined from Table I of Lambert 1987) for Pacific and Atlantic herring.
Accordingly, the size composition of the herring spawning stock will determine the
interval between consecutive spawnings and how eggs are distributed over time (Ware
and Tanaslchuk 1989).
Size (age) structureof the spawningpopulationhas not been advancedas an explanation
for multiplepulses when the between-pulseinterval (i.e. inter-wave interval) is large, as
it is in killifish (1.5 months, Kneih 1986), croaker (2 months, Takita et aI. 1989).
bluefish (2 months, McBrideand Conover (991). windowpane(ca. 5 months, Morseand
Able 1995) , and speckled dace (several months ; John 1963) . Spawning date has been is
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independent of body length in killifish (Kneib 1986) and cod (ca. 55-135 em TL ; Kjeshu
1994), indicating that different size classes can spawn at the same time of year and that
adult size may not account for multiple pulses of young when the between pulse interval
is large . Food intake , a second factor that can potentiall y influence time of spawning,
was observed to delay spawning by <2 weeks for laboratory cod fed on low and
moderate food rations (Kjeshu 1994, Karlsen et al. 1995). This in addition to the
observation that cod, like many other fishes, stop or reduce feeding prior to or during
spawning (Rae 1967, Love 1970, Arntz 1973, Braaten 1984, Kjeshu 1994) suggests that
food availability duringgonadal development is not responsible for pulsed settlement of
juvenile cod.
Pulsed settlement of j uvenile cod along a 1500 Ian stretch of the Newfoundland coast is
hypothesized to be due to two sources: (i) coastal settlement by the morphologically
similar Atlantic and Greenland, and (Ii) protracted inshore (April-July) and offshore
(March -June) spawning by Gadus mornua (Lear and Green 1984, Myers et. al, 1993,
Hutchings et al. 1993).
The protracted spawning period of Newfoundland cod (Myers et al . 1993, Hutchings et
aI. 1993) is initiated during the spawning migration (Woodhead and Woodhead 1965,
McKeown 1984) which, for springspawnersbeginsas daylengthshortens in autumnand
earlywinterwiththecommencement of vitellogensis andincreasing levels of gonadal sex
steroids including estradiol-178 (Norberg and Kjesbu 1991, Kjeshu et al, 1991, Karlsen
et al, 1995, Burton et al , 1997). Gonadal development occurs as daylength decreases in
autumn, when cod vacate relatively shallow feeding areas and move towards deeper
overwintering grounds (Templeman 1966, Lear and Green 1984, Norberg and Kjeshu
1991). Cod form dense spawning aggregations and generally spawn in winter -spring as
daylength increases (Harden Jones 1968, Hislop 1984, Lear and Green 1984). Eggs and
larvae are pelagic for 1-3 months (Campana and Hurley 1989, Campana 1996) and, in
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theNewfoundland region, pelagicjuvenilecodarriveandsettle in coastal habitatsduring
autumn and spring at <50 mm SL (Methven and Bajdik 1994). Newly settled pelagic
juveniles can be distinguished from their demersalcounterparts by their smaller size,
pelagiccolourI and pigmentation, andby theabsenceof theencysted metacercaria of the
digenean parasite Cryprocotyk lingua, which is oftenevidenton larger more demersal
cod inhabiting the nearshore zone (Methven and Bajdik 1994) . Pelagic juveniles arrived
nearshore primarily in May-June, August-5eptember, and from mid October onwards.
Smallcod thatarrived inshorein May-June and after midOctoberwereall G. momua.
Young-of-the-year Gadus marhua and G. ogac both in August-September. Gadus ogac
were on averagelarger than G. morhua in earlyOctober, suggestingthatG. ogac settled
earlier in August-September. settlement by G. ogacoccurredin a brief period in August-
Septemberwhich is consistent with a March-April spawning period in coastal waters
(Scott and Scott 1988, Mikhail and Welch 1989, Morin et al. 1991) wbere development
and hatching of demersal eggs is followed by a single pulse of juvenile settlement in
August and September . The more protracted inshore and offs hore spawning by G.
momua and the potenlial for large-scale dispersal of pelagic eggs and young larvae
(Helbig etal. 1992, Davidson and de Young 1995, Pepin and Helb ig 1997) are consistent
with. the moreprotracted settlement observed in this study for G. morhuarelativeto G.
ogac.
Small cod collected in coastal nursery sites in autumn may originate from inshore
(Wroblewski et al, 1994, Goddard et al, 1994, Brattey 1997, Smedbol and Wrob lewski
1997) or offshore (Lear and Green 1984, Hutchings et al. 1993) spawning events . Most
studiessupporttheconjecturethatinshoresettlementin autumnoriginates fromspawning
inshore. Highest densities of pelagic larvae andjuveniles consistently occurred inshore
(Anderson and Dalley 1997), wbere cod are known to spawn during spring and early
summer (Thompson 1943, Hutchings et al, 1993, Smedbol and Wroblewski 1997).
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Density of demersal LGO and LGI cod was also highest inshore and decreased with
increasing distance offshore (Dalley and Anderson 1997) where cod stocks in the early
1990s were at historically low levels (Hutchings and Myers 1994 , Taggart et aI. 1994).
Spawning time estimated from countsof daily increments in lapillus otoliths indicated
that cod settle at < 50 mm SL in mid October , in late June, and early July (Pinsent and
Methven 1997) within the range of peak spawning for inshore cod estimated hy Smedbol
and Wroblewski (1997 ; mid-June to mid-July) and by Hutchings et aI. (1993; May-June) .
Small juvenile cod (G. morhua) that occur nearshore in spring (May-June) may originate
from a spawning event late in the previousyear or very early in the year they settled.
Cold water temperatures during winter mean these cod will grow slowly (Brown et aI.
1989) and hence be small in spring.
Hour-to-hour variation accounted for up to 13.1 %of the total variationobserved in this
study. Hourly variation was due to the combined effects of depletion and lateral
recruitment of cod into the sampling area. These two processes counteract each other.
Depletion, due to the high sampling efficiency of the seine, generates variation at the
hourly scale whereas lateral movement reduces variation when cod move into the
sampling area. Lateral movement then lowers the contrast between tows I and IT and
contributesto a non-significant difference between tows. Rapid movement into an area
just sampled (disturbed) has been reported for invertebrates and vertebrates, including
whiting (Mer/angiusmer/angus; Kaiser and Spencer 1994). Such movements are usually
attributed to the samplinggear either damaging benthicprey or causing prey to move,
bothof which maymake prey more vulnerable to scavengersthatcan rapidly move « 1
hr; Caddy 1973) into a disturbed area.
The findingsof this studyhave several implicationsfor designing and conducting coastal
surveys for juvenile cod. The high variation in population density at the monthly scale
indicatessampling at a fixed time each year is important if survey results are to be
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compared among years (e.g. Tveite 1984, Nygaard et al . 1989, Hovgard and Nygaard
1990, lngs et. al. 1997). For example, sampling during OCtober when recruitment of
newly settledcod to coastalnurserysites is highwill yield a differentsize structure and
density than samplingin November-Decemberwhenjuveniles likely move intodeeper
water (Pih11982 , Macdonald et al. 1984, Methven and Bajdik 1994) and possibly out of
rangeof theseine. This study indicatesthatsamplingwould haveto be conducted within
a week or two eachyear giventhe rapid changeandhigh variation in population density
that occurs at the monthly scale. At smaller temporal scales, the interval between
consecutive tows should be consistent at each site. Long intervals between tows at the
samesite (l.e. 2-3) leads to a lower contrast between tows. The interval between tows
is easily standardized but high sea-wind conditions and the seinebecoming snaggedon
the bottom are two situations where the between tow interval may be longer than
expected. Consequently a longer between tow interval may be more desirablethereby
allowing for more diffic ult sampling conditions.
This approach to partitioning temporalvariation at discrete scales led to the unexpected
resultof low variation in populationdensity at the largesttemporal scale examined. How
this result was influenced by the presence of smaIl G. ogac and by only two years of data
is not knownbutshouldbeconsideredin thedesignof futurestudies. The potential effect
of G. ogac in the samples can be initially accessed by repeating the hierarchical analyses
with Augustand Septemberdensities reduced by 30%. thatproportion of the data that
may be G. ogac (OCtober data in Fig . 5.2). This re-analyses indicated monthly variation
(site 34, 24.1 %; site 58,32.5%) exceeded annual (site 34, 1.8%; site 58,9.8%) and
hourly (site 34, 22.9% ; site 58, 9 .7%) variation at both sites hence maintaining the
temporal structure of monthlyvariationexceeding yearly and hourlyvariation.
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Table 5.1 Summary of sampling effort. All sampling was done during the daytimeby a 2S-mseine
(n=2 tows/visit) from August to December in 1994.
Latitude Sampling
Sioe (#) Longitude Frequency Years Tide
- -- --- - - - - - - -
Little 47'SO'N at least 1993, 1994 low tide in
Mosquito S3'S2'W twice monthly 1993
Cove (27) May to Dec.
Trinity (34) 48· 23'N at least 1993, 1994 low tide in
S3' 22'W twice monthly 1993
Mayto Dec.
Luke's 49' 31'N at least 1993, 1994 low tidein
Arm (58) S4'48 'W twice monthly 1993
May to Dec.
40-45sites see Fig. yearly, 1992·1994 any stage
NEcoast of 5.1 Sep. to Oct. of tide
Newfoundland
Table 5.2 Hierarchical ANOVAof LGO cod density at years, month, and hours. Variability was partitioned
as sums of squares (%55) and variance components (%VC). y = year, m ~ month.
Sourceof
variation df 55 M5 F p' %55 %VC
Site 34
year 1 25244 25244 2.28 0.1200 4.2
month(y) 7 177452 25350 2.29 0.0625 29.6 24.1
hour(y·m) 9 79074 8786 0.79 0.5950 13.1 ---
error 26 287383 11053 47.9 75.9
total 43 569154
Site 58
year 1 3020 3020 5.03 0.0275 10.2
month(y) 8 8867 1108 1.84 0.1000 30.0 20.7
hour(y· m) 10 3244 324 0.54 0.8400 10.9 --.
error 24 14421 600 48.7 69.0
total 43 29552
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Figure 5.1 Map of Newfoundland showing locations of sites 27. 34, and 58. Labelled
sites were visited at least twice monthly (2 tows per vis it) from May to December 1993
and August to December 1994. Unlabelled sites were visited yearly in September or
October 1992-1994. 5MB - St Mary' s Bay, CB = Cooception Bay, TB = Trinity Bay,
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Figure 5.2 Number of Gadus morhuaand G.ague (3 mmgroupings) identifiedusingelectrophoresis anddiagnostic
characters discussedin Methods.
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Figure 5.3 Yearly (dashed line). monthly (solid line), and low ( I and 2; large dots) means of LGOcod collected at sites
34 and58 in 1993 and1994. Individual collections (representedby small dots) were takenat approximately 2 weekintervals,
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Figure 5.4 Standardlengths of juvenile cod co llected at sites 27, 34, and 58 in
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Figu re 5.5 Standard lengths of juvenile cod collected at sites 27, 34, and 58 in
1994 at approximately 1-2 week intervals. No sampling was conducted in May,
June, and early July.
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Figure5.8 Percent frequencyof newly settled cod (4 mmgroupings) at sampling sites along the northeast coast of
Newfoundland sampled before late September (upper panels) and aftermidOctober(lowerpanels) in 1992-1994.
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Appendix 5.1 Blind rest of identifying 100 Gadus sp. based on differences in
pigmentation on the first anal fin in G. morhua and G. ogac (<ID-63 mm SL). ID 1 is
identification basedprimarilyon anal finpigmentdifferences. This character, shown to
me by Scott Grant (OSCIMUN) compares the extent of pigmentation at the base of the
posterior finrays on the first anal fin. The extent of pigmentation is greater in G. ogac














































































































Chapter VI Summary and conclusions
The most Importan t original contributions of this thesis include: (i) distinguishing
between juvenile Gadus ogac and G. morhua at lengths as small as 87-135 mm SL
(Chaptee Il) , {ii) identifi ca tion of the inshore zone serving as a nursery area in the 1990s
for recen tly settled j uvenile cod ; that catches are highest at 4-7 m, and that both of these
findings are independent of sampling equ ipment (Ch a pter UI) , (iii) that juvenile cod are
highly aggregated in the coas la1 zone and that indices of aggregation decrease with
increasing fish length and age (Chapter IV). and (iv) that seasonal variation in density
of juvenile cOO exceeded annual variation due to cod arriving and settling in distinct
seasonal pulses in the nearsh ore zone (Chapte r V). Each of these findings are discussed
below in relationto otherrecent studies on juvenilecod.
This thesis demo nstrated that two sibling species of cod, Gadus morhua and G. ogac
occur as recentlysettledjuveniles along the northeast coast of Newfoundland in autumn.
Previously, the two species were not distinguished as juveniles and were collectively
referred to as "tomcod " (l.e. G. morhua). Discriminant function analyses. based on
specimens positively identified using starch-gel electrophoresis. indicated that eye
diameterandtotalbody masswere the best twocharacters to distinguish G. morhua from
G. ogacover the sizerange87-135 mm SL. In general, G. ogac has a smaller eye, and
is heavierand deeperbodied than similarsized G. momua. It is expectedthat rates of
ntis-identification (5 .3% , 10.6%) determined by discriminan t function anal yses would be
improved if overall bodycolour (G. ogac: green and red; G. morhua : brown) and shape
of the lateral line (G. ogac: arc hed; G. morhua : smooth ) were included in species
identifications.
Small (ca . < 50 mm SL) G. ogac and G. mamua arrive nears hore and occur together on
the northeast coast of Newfound1and in August , September, and October. Hence this is
the time when mis-identification is most likely greatest, Small Atlantic cod Gadus
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mornua also arrivenearshore in May-June and from mid-October to January. Positive
identification, by electrophoresis, indicated thatG. ogac do not settle in May-June or
after mid-October. Consequently, arrival of small «50 mm SL) cod to the coastal zone
at thesetimesis duesolely to G. morhua. Identification of specimens fromearly October
{i.e. settlement in August and September) indicated 30.6% (n= 83/27 1) of the August-
September pulse of settlement was G. ogac and that both species arrived and settled
nearshore during this period. This percentage will likely change from year to year and
site to site but serves to indicatethata substantial proportion of the small codcollected
in early October are G. ogac. Consequently , G. ogac settles to demersal habitats in
Augustand September, a relatively brief timeof year that is consistentwith a brief (ca.
2 months; Scott and Scott 1988, Mikhail and Welch 1989, Morin et al. 1991) and
localized (i.e. coastal; Jensen 1948) spawning period. This observation in addition to G.
ogac depositing demersal adhesive eggs in shallow water(Hansen 1949, Cohenet al.
1990) are features thatcontribute to a single pulse of settlement in late summer. These
features contrast with spawning characteristics of G. morhua which spawns easily
dispersed pelagic eggs (Fahay 1983) in inshore and offshore locations (Hutchings et al.
1993) over several months of the year (Thompson 1943, Myers et al. 1993). These are
echaracteristics that lead to more variation in time of settlement, consistent with
observations in this study.
The near synchronous (± 1-2 wk) inshore arrival of G. momua in May-June. August-
September, and mid-October and the maintenance of temporal structure in population
density from year to year at distant sites (hundreds of Ian) indicates this pattern of
settlement was generated by processes operating at large spatial scales. This patternof
settlementwas hypothesised. to be due to coastal spawningby G. morhua and G. ogac
and also due to a protracted spawning by G. morhua . Peak spawning by inshore cod (G.
morhua ) occurs in June (Hutchings et aI. 1993, Smedbol and Wrohlewski 1997) and
corresponds to an autumn settlementgiven dailygrowth ratesestimatedfromotolithsof
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recently settled cod (Pinsenl and Methven 1997). Coastll spawning results in pelagic
juveniles settling to the bottom at smaller sizes than pelagicjuveniles from offshore
spawningeventswhich have to migrategreater vertical distancesbefore making contact
with the bottom (e.g , Hard en-Jones 1968, p. 148). Consequently, abundan ce of small cod
is expectedto be higher in shallowerwater than in deeper water if, as hypothesised the
coastal woe acts as a trap thatserves to concentratecod. This hypothesis is consistent
with the inshore-offshore distribution of ll-group cod in Newfoundland (Dalle y and
And"""", 1997), Gulf of 5'- Lawrence (Hansen 1996, Sinclair et al. 1996) and in the
Nonh Sea (Riley and Parn ell 1984, Heessen 1991) which shows age 0 cod are more
abundant in shallower water closer to the coast than in deeper water offshore.
Consequently there is a high contrast in density of juvenile cod at large spatial scales
(inshore-offshore) which in Newfoundland is attributed to spawning at the coast in the
mid 1990s.
Variation in density of juvenile cod was highest at the smallest spatialscale examined ,
sites , and is consistent with age 0 cod selecting habitats with specific features. These
features include shallow « 10 m) , protected sites with suitable substratum and some
fonn of cover. either macroalgae, eelgrass. or cobble for protection from predators
(God" and SunnanA 1984, Riley and Pamelll984, Tveite 1984, Keats et al, 1987, Hom e
and Campana 1989, God<Jet al. 1989, Lough et al, 19&9, Goteeitas and Brown 1993 ,
Tupper and Boutilier 1995a, Gregory and Anderson 1997, Gotceitas et al. 1997).
However, if among site variation was primarily determined by habitat selection then
some consistency in density of juvenilecod wouldbe expected fromyearto yearwhen
the samesites werere-sampled. No suchconsistency was observed in this study (Figs.
4.4-4 .9). Two explanations seem possible. The first is that cod aggregate either as
schoolsor shoalsin theabsence of suitable habitat as observed by Tupperand Boutilier
(1995b) for age 0 cod on sandy bottom habitats. Aggregation due to shoaling or
schooling and movement along the coast can resultin increased variation in population
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density at small spatial scales. A secondexplanation proposes age 0 cod are not always
associated with habitat at the spatial scale sampled by a beach seine (i.e. 880 m') . For
example . if cod select particular habitatfeatures that are not limiting and occur over
several thousands of square metres then cod may be loca ted anywhere within these
thousands of squaremetresat any given timeand hencemaynot be sampledby the beach
seine (880 m') even though it was deployed in good cod habitaL
Highvariation in populationdensity was alsoevidentatsmalltemporalscales, day-night.
Variation at this scale is typically related to one of two contentious processes, that of a
diel inshore migration at dusk, or to gear avoidance during the day. Consistently higher
catches during the nigh t by both acti ve and passive gears observed in this study and by
Melbven and Bajdik (1994) in addition to inshore movements detected by acoustic
tagging (Clar k and Green 1990), visual observa tions by SCUBA divers (Keats 1990) and
observations from static underwater television (Gibson et at 1996) indicate gear
avoidance is secondaryto diel movementsin explainingthe high contrastbetween day
and night catches of juvenile cod. Diel movements of age 0 cod are not cons istent with
theestablishment anddefence of a feeding territoryaround a shelter site asobserved for
individually marked age 0 cod in coastal waters of Nova Scotia (Tupper and Boutilier
1995b) unless territoriality only occurred during the day and broke down at night . The
highcatehability of the25-mseineandthedifference in meancatchesbetweentows I and
IT indicatesjuvenile cod appear to rapidly repopulate areas just sampled during the time
intervalbetweenconsecutivetows, i.e , < I hr. Such rapid movementshavebeen reported
for other species and are believed to be due to feeding on prey disturbed by earlier
sampling (Caddy 1973, Kaiser and Spencer 1994). Once again these small-scale
movementsare not consistentwith the establishment and defence of feeding territories.
These findings in conj unction with the observation that territoriality often breaks down
at high local densities (Wootton 1992), indicates the establishment and defence of feeding
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territories likelydoes not occur at manyof the sitesexamined in this study. Territoriality
mayoccurat locations wherecoastaldensity of cod is low. for examplein nearshore
habitats south of Newfoundland, in the Gulf of SI. Lawrence (Hanson 1996), Bay of
Fundy (Macdonald et aI. 1984), off Nova Scotia (Horne and Campana 1989, Black and
Miller 1991, Tupper and Boutilier 1995a, 1995b) and along the New England coast
(Targett and McCleave 1974, McOeave and Fried 1975), where recently settled age 0
cod are seldom collected. Consequently territoriality doesnotappear to be a mechanism
of population regulation at sites examined in thisstudyand mayonly serve to regulate
populations at medium to low densities where resources may be limited or where
conditions areotherwise SUboptimal.
The small-scale movements of cod observedin this studysuggest variablepredation by
larger fish may be a more important mechanism of population regulation than
territoriality reported by Tupper and Boutilier (1995b) . Small-scale nocturnal inshore
movements by juvenile fishes in coastal habitatshavebeen related to predator avoidance
and feeding (Helfman 1978, 1993) . However , coastal populations of age 0 and 1 cod in
Newfoundland feed primarily during the day (Keats and Steele 1992; Grant and Brown,
in press) suggesting that the inshore movement of demersal age 0 cod at night is a
response to predators, which themselves also move inshoreat night to feed. Potential
predators of age 0 cod that were observed to move inshore at night included
Myoxocephalus scorptus, Myoxocepha/usoaodecemsptnosus, Gadusogac, Hemitripterus
americanus, Scomberscombrus, Limanda[erruginea , Urophycis tenuis in addition to
larger cod. Nocturnal inshore movements of juvenile cod, age 0 as well as older
individuals, can then be viewed as a series of horizontal movements along the bottom
into shallower water, the spatialand depthscales of which progressivelyincreasewith
increasing fish size. Day-nightmovementsof age0 codthenconsistof a movementfrom
deeperwaterwherejuvenile cod are concentrated duringthe day to a shallowersite at
night time where they disperse (Olsen and Solda11989, Lough et aI. 1989, Walters and
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Juanes (993) . As age 0 cod disperse to shallower water at dusk , larger cod (e.g . ages 1-
3) also move inshore at night. These larger cod are often only caught at night (e.g. age
1 cod, Methven and Bajdik 1994; age 2-3 cod Chapter Ill) and are reported to be
cannibali stic on smaller age 0 and 1 cod (Bogstad et aI. (994) . Consequently , a vertical
movement off the bottom (e.g. Lough et aI. 1989, Perry and Neilson (988) and/or
horizontalmovement along the bottomtowardsshallowwater duringdusk-darkness by
age 0 codwill minimize contactwithdemersal predators thatalso move inshoreat night
time.
Predation hasbeen repeatedly suggested to be the main source of mortality in juvenile
fishes (Sissenwine 1984, Houde 1987, Anderson 1988, de Lafontaine (992) .
Consequently, newly settled and highly vulnerable juveniles havea remarkable variety
of spatial refugesandstrategies to avoidpredation. Forjuvenilecodthese includeinshore
nursery areas where relatively few larger (predatory) fish occur. At smaller spatial and
temporalscales it includesdefence ofa territory, selection for suitable (complex) habitat
(Keats et aI. 1987, Goteeitas and Brown 1993, Tupper and Boutilier 1995a, 1995b), diel
inshoremovements to avoiddemersalpredators (Keats1990, Methven and Bajdik: 1994,
Gibson et aI. 1996), schooling (Tupper and Boutilier 1995a) and reliance upon crypsis
(Lough et aI. 1989, Gregory and Anderson (997) .
Settlement in locations with specific habitat features (i.e. eel grass, Goteeitas et aI.
1997), theexplicit recognition of a juvenilenursery areawhere pelagic eggs and larvae
drift(Harden-Jones 1968),andtheobservation thatshallow regions may actastrapsthat
concentrate newly settled juvenilesall contribute to the early demersal stage having a
restricted spatial distribution relative to older cod which occupy a larger geographical
area. Concentration of juvenilecod in a limitedgeographical area(i.e , in shallow water
along the coast of Newfoundland in the mid 199Os) means cod are logistically available
to repeated sampling at minimalcostby smallboats. The relativeabundance of demersal
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age 0 cod associated with specific habitat features in coastaInursery areas may bea more
reliable indicator of future yearcIass strength than solely through the abundance of
pelagic eggs or larvae which, has met with limited success (Campana et al. 1989). Newly
settled juvenile cod have all passed through the highly vulnerable egg and larval stages
andthehazardous descentto thebottom andhenceshould be morecloselyrelated to and
a more reliablepredictor of yearclassstrength thanthe pelagic stages.
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